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The Effects of Success

Abstract

To assess effects of predictionl_ess control,
participants on each of 24 card-positioning trials
blindly chose which of two positions (A or e) they

want.ed to count. f or that. trial, each posit.ion resulting
in either a "success" (which supposedly reduced a later
duration of noise exposure) or a "failure" (which

supposedly had no effect on this duration) .

Part.icipants were told at. the start of each triat
whether their choice of card-position "makes a

dif f erence " (control ) or "makes no dif f erence,' (no-

control) on the noise duration, and on each trial they

were either shown (predict.ion) or not shown (no-

prediction) whet.her the noise duration had been

reduced. Before and after exposure to the noise,

participants completed a dependent measures

questionnaire assessing perceptions of control,
predj-ction, and success regarding the noise duration.

Participant.s receiving 25% controllable trials gave

higher ratings of perceived control- t.han those

receiving' 0Z cont.rol-l-abf e t.rials. participants under

100%-prediction gave higher rat.ings of perceived

confidence than those under 0?-predict.ion conditions.

These and other findingrs support the researcher,s

conceptualizat.ion of control .
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Introduction

fmportance of the Cont.rol Concept

Numerous product.s, services, and sef f -help groups

have been developed to assist individuals quit smoking,

lose weight, cope with stress, and become more

assertive (Goor & Goor, 1990; Levent.hal & Cleary, l-980;

Leventhal- & Nerenz, I9B2; Ma1tz, 1964; peale, L990;

Stunkard, Iglg) . The majority of these ré=o.rr".=

appear to have the coiltmon goal of helping people

maximize the control they have over themsel-ves and

their environmenL. The extensive development and use

of such resources indicate that having some level of

control j-n situations is import.ant to people and

implies that such control serves a significant. function

in everyday life. Control-associat.ed concepts such as

mastery and power (Adler, 1927) , operant behavior

(Skinner, 1953), and ef fect.ance (White, L961-) have even

formed Lhe basis of several- t.heories of personality.

The large number of studies investigating various

aspects of controllabil_ity demonstrates that
psychological researchers also have an interest in t.his

concept (Seligman, I9l5; Miller, 1,9'19) . Such

investigators have focused primarily on t.he cont.rol of
aversive and/or sLressful stimuli, where cont.rol is
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generally defined as the dependence of an out.come on a

response (contingency) . This research sugqest.s that
both humans (MiÌIer, I9j9) and animals (Seligman, Igj5)
g'enerally prefer controllable events over

uncontrotfabl-e events. Accordingly, def inite benef it.s

resulting from controflabiliLy (i.e., HiroLo, L974;

Mil-ler & Seligman, t915) have been observed..

Specifically, perceptions of control rpp"år to be

ímportant. in reducing the aversiveness of an unpleasanL

situation (e.S., Glass & Singer, L9"72) , reducing

participanLs' raLings of pain of aversive st.imul-i

(Miller, 1979) , and assisting one in adjusting to short.

term (Averil-l- , 1-973; Thompson , L98I) and long term

stressors (Taylor, Lichtman, & Wood, ]-984) . For

example, it has been observed that. increased

percept.ions of conLrol- over the progression of one's

illness (cancer) was refated to increased psychological

adjusLment (Taylor, Lichtman, & Wood, 1984) . The

conclusions resulting from t.his research at.test to the

importance of conLrol in a variety of situations
(Averil-l-, L973; Seligman, 1975) and lend support to the

not.ion that. a sense of cont.rol has a ,'definit.e and

posit.ive role in sustal-ning life" (LefcourL, 1973, p.

424) .
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From the reverse perspective, the debilitating
consequences of exposure t.o uncontroll-able stimuli have

been observed across various species and experimental

situations. For example, Skfar and Anisman (1981)

found that tumors g'row more quickly in mice given

inescapable (uncontrolfable) shock than in mice given

escapable (control-lable) or no shock. Similarly, rats
exposed to uncontrollable shock were only'h.1f as

likety to reject a tumor and twice as tikely to die

t.han raLs exposed to uncontrollable or no shock

(Visintainer, Volpicelli, & Seligman, 1982). The

authors concl-ude that. these resul-ts imply t.hat ,,1_ack of

control over stressors reduces tumor rejection and

decreases survival" (p- 437). This increase in
susceptJ-bility t.o tumor growth and deat.h has been

explained as resultinq from a suppression of the

orqanisms' immune system that. has been found t.o f o1low

exposure t.o uncontrollable aversive events (Greenberg,

Dyck, & Sandfer, I9B4) . Additional uncont.rollability
deficits have been observed in studies using caLs

(Seward & Humphrey, 1967 ) and dogs (SeJ-igman & Maier,

L967). Previous studies with human part.icipanLs also
.

demonst.rate the adverse effects of uncont.rollability.
For example, exposure to uncontrollable st.imuli has
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been observed to result in behavioral symptoms of

depression in humans (Gatchel, paul-us, & Maples, L975) .

fmportance of t.he Prediction Concept

The concept of prediction has al-so been

investigated in numerous studies (Davis & Levine, L9B2;

Finkelman & Glass, L970; Miller, 19Bl_) . As wit.h

control-, the concepL of prediction has al-so formed the

basis of personality theories (e.g., Ke1ly, 1955).

Alt.hough it may not always be possible Lo control_

a specific aversive evenL, it may still be possible
(and advantaqeous) to predict something'about the

situaLion. fn such inst.ances, prediction may decrease

the aversiveness of a situat.ion. According-ly, research

suggests that. humans (Lanzetta & Driscoll, L966) and

animars (Badia, Harsh, & Abbott, t9l9) prefer
predict.able events over unpredictable events. This

research also finds behavioral deficits experienced by

individuals who do not. have predict.ion over aversive

events (Glass & Singer , 1"972, Lg'!3; Seligman, L9i5;

Miller , I9B0 ) . It has even been suggested t.hat. it may

be the prediction accompanying cont.rol t.hat facilitates
the reduct.ion of st.ress (Averill, 1973) .

Control versus Prediction

The emotional , physiological , coginiLive, and
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motivat.ional deficits that resul-t when an organism is
exposed to uncontrollable and/or unpredictable aversive

stimuli have been st.udied extensively by numerous

researchers (see Glass & Singer, 1-9'73; Maier &

Seligman, L976; Seligman, irg75 for reviews). Given the

apparent importance of both control- and prediction in
reducing the debilit.ating effects of aversive stimuli,
the question immediately arises whether if is more

beneficial to have some fevel of control- over an

aversive event or to be able to predict that event.

Accordingly, researchers (Turnbull, 1982; Wortman,

L975) have at.t.empted Lo determine the differential
effects of controlling and predicting an aversive

event..

Such efforts have run into a major obstacl_e,

however. Although prediction without control has been

exami-ned (Finkelman & Glass, L970¡ Mineka & Kihfstrom,

L97B) , cont.rol without prediction has been a difficult
condition to arrange.

These two variabl-es are very hard to separate;

for when control is present, predict.ion j_s as

well-. . .Ultimately, the problems of disentangling

the effects of controllability from predictability
may be next to logicalty impossible. (Selignnan,
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1975, p. I24) .

It is, of course, logicalIy impossible to

manipulate the factors of controllability and

predictability completely independently.

(Mineka & Kihlstrom, 1978, p. 259) .

Such statements imply that it has been difficult--
if not impossibl-e--to separate control and predict.ion

not only because of the inability t.o "*p"ii*.ntally
arrange such conditions, but also because of problems

encountered when trying to isolate control and

predict.ion concept.ualÌy. Despit.e thís difficuÌty, some

researchers have stil-l attempted to examine the

separate effects of control and prediction (Burger &

Arkin, l-980; Wortman , I975) -

Previous At.t.empts to Isolate Control and Predict.ion

Attempts to isolate the differential effects of

conLrol and prediction (Míneka & Hendersen, 1985) have

occasionally result.ed in findings which suggest t.hat

predict.ability alone may be sufficient to produce the

benefits previously at.t.ributed to controllability.
According to this view, t.he active mechanism in
producinq observed controtlability benefits is t.he

predictability that is inherent in t.he cont.rolli_ng

response.
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For example, Starr and Mineka (I917 ) examined rat.s

that. were trained to bar press for food. Foll_owing

this training, the rats were randomly assigned t.o one

of three qroups for avoidance training/fear

conditioning: (a) a master-control group which was

presented with a tone (conditioned st.imul_us or CS)

fol-lowed by a shock (uncondit.ioned stimulus or US) and

could escape the shock bV jumping to the ,isafe,, side of

the shut.t.l-e-box; (b) a yoked/external-safety-signal

g,roup which could not. escape t.he shock but received the

same CS and US presentations as those in the master-

control g-roup as well as a brief ,'safety-signal,,

(houselight shut-off for three seconds) coincj_dental

with shock/tone termination; and (c) a yoked-no-

external--safety-signal group which was exposed to the

same CS/US events as the previous two qroups, but could

not escape the shock and did not receive the safety-

signal. Foftowing this conditioning the rats were

Lested for fear of the CS, which was indexed by

recording the degree to which bar pressing for food was

suppressed foll-owing CS presentation. The researchers

concluded that the fear l-evel- of the rats was the same

for masLer-control animals able to escape the shock as

for yoked/ext.ernal-safety-signal animal_s presenLed the
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saf ety sigrnal coincident.al_ with shock of f set.. Both of

these groups exhibited lower fear fevels than the

yoked/no-external-safety-signal group which did not

receive the safety signal. This finding suggests that

both (a) t.he predictive safety signal (ext.ernal

feedback) for the yoked-feedback group and (b) the

proprioceptive feedback from respondinq (internal

feedback) for the escape-avoidance group d."t.u.=.d fear

of shock, and either is sufficient to red.uce or

el-iminate the detrimental effects caused by a lack of

control . Thus, int.ernal f eedback and externai_ f eedback

may have served the same function (i.e., al-l-owed

prediction of shock termination) . It should be noted

that this desigrn failed to include a group able to

control the shock but not abfe t.o predict its

termination (i.e., a mast.er-control/no-pred.ictive-

safet.y-signal group) .

Mineka, Cook, and Miller (1984 ) examined t.hese

findings further, yoking the same t.hree groups

together: (a) a master/no-exlernal-safety-signal_ group

which was presented wj-th a tone (CS) fol-lowed by a

shock (US) and could t.erminate an aversive shock by

depressing a ledge; (b) a yoked/external-safety-signal
g.roup which cou]d not terminaLe the shock but received
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the same CS/US presenLations as well as a lights-off

saf eLy signal ; and (c ) a yoked/no-ext ernal-saf ety-

signal qroup which received the same CS/US

presentations as the master-no-ext.ernal-safety-signal

qroup. When the rats were later t.ested for fear of the

CS (as indicated by freezing behavior or absence of

skeletal movement), the authors observed that master

subjects and the subjects in the yoked-signal qroup

drsplayed comparable fear levels which were

sigrnificantly l-ower than those displayed by

the yoked-no-signal group. It was concluded

researchers that these findings implicat.ed

predictability as t.he act.ive mechanism that

increased fear (Mineka eL af. , I9B4) . This

subj ects in

by t.he

el iminat ed

predict.ability was provided by either (a) the external

safety signal or (b) propriocept.ive signals resuj-ting

f rom making t.he escape response. As in the previous

study (Starr et â1., 1977), this design failed to

include a gfroup able to cont.rol the shock but unable to
predict its offset.

Some st.udies lend support to the idea t.hat

cont.rol- and predict.ion have entirely dif f erent ef f ect.s.

Rosellini, Warren, and DeCofa (1987 ) examined the same

qroups studied in Mineka et al . (1984) whil_e
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experimentally manipulatinq: (a) number of shock

training trials and (b) intertrial intervaf (ITI)

length. When exposed to B0 Lrials, Lhe observations

replicated the earlier findingrs of Mineka et al.
(Lg84) . Specifically, animaÌs able to escape the shock

by barpressíng- (master-control animals) and animals

exposed to inescapable shock with a lights-off safety
stimulus exhibited similar, reduced levels of fear
conditioned to the aversive stimulus as compared to
those animafs exposed to inescapable shock in the

absence of a safety signal. When the number of
training trials was decreased to 40, however, animals

in both yoked groups exhibited comparable fear levels
which were significant.ly higher t.han those displayed by

the master-conLrol animals. similar findings were arso

observed when Lhe ITI (inter-trial íntervaf between

shock presentations) was decreased from 60 seconds to 5

seconds. It was concluded thaL such findings suggest.

t.hat controllability and predict.ability operate

dif ferently in affecting fear. Again, it shoul_d be

noted that. a g.roup which could conLrol the shock but

not. predict ibs offset was excluded from t.he st.udy.

Independence of action for control and prediction
was also observed using two measures Lo test t.he
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effect: (a) a shuttle box escape test and (b) an

appet.itive noncontingent test. (DeCola, RoselJ_ini, &

Warren, 1-9BB) . As observed by Mineka eb af . (1984) ,

animals exposed to inescapable shock with an external
safety signal (1ight-offset) and animals t.hat were abl-e

to escape the shock by making, two barpresses (and thus

generated their own predictive proprioceptive signals)

exhibit.ed comparable levels of fear (.s *.-=ured by t.he

amount of time the animal spent on the grid floor
versus a platform) conditioned to t.he shock. Animal-s

in both of these qroups exhibited lower levels of fear
than animals unable to escape the shock and not

presented a safety stimulus. These two groups also

demonstrated comparable performance in a shut.tle box

test, exhibiting lower escape latencies (i.e.,

decreased shuttle-escape defícits) Lhan subject.s who

had received uncontrol-lable shock exposure in absence

of a saf ety signal. While t.he researchers (DeCola et

â1., 1988) acknowledged that these findings support. the

hypot.hesis that predictability is sufficient. to produce

controllability benefits, they also reported that t.he

responding of the two yoked groups on an appetitive
noncontingent test was comparable and significantly
different from those animal-s exposed to the
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cont.roflable shock condition. Specifically, animals in
the yoked groups exhibj_ted lower operant response rates
(fewer lever presses for food pellets) when compared

with animals in t.he cont.rollable shock condition,
suqgesting, that t.he yoked groups were more sensitive to
response-reinforcer independence than animals able to
control the shock. Previous research has demonstrated

that animal-s exposed to inescapable shock'u.a *or"
sensiLive to subsequent response-reinforcer

independence than if t.hey had never been exposed

(Warren, Rosell-ini, Plonsky, & DeCola, l_985).

Consequently, when t.he resporise-food conLingency is set

to zero (no relationship between bar press and food

delivery) , inescapably shocked animals make fewer

operant responses for food as compared to animals

previously exposed t.o escapable or no shock. Failure
of the safet.y signal t.o alter t.he responses of animal-s

in the yoked/safety-signal condition suqqests t.hat

prediction is not able to duplicate this effect. of
controllability. Thus, some mechanism in addition to
predict.ion may be invol-ved in producing the previously
observed benefit.s for animals in the master (control_)

condition and those in t.he yoked/safety-signal

condit.ion. As in the previous study (Rosellini et al.,
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I9B7 ) , the authors concfude that this finding supports

Lhe not.ion of an independence of action for control- and

prediction (DeCola et â1., l-9BS) . Considering Lhese

results, it seems possible that one cannoL attribute
the observed cont.rollabilit.y benefits to the influence

of predictability al-one. However, as was noted for the

previous studies, this design failed t.o include a group

which could control the shock but not pred,ict its
termination. It shoufd be noted that attempts to
isolat.e control and predicLion using human part.icipants

have also failed to incl_ude such a condition (Turnbull,

L9B2; Wortman, I975).

The Traditional View of Contro] and prediction

Researchers (e.9., Starr et â1., L977; Mineka et

â1. , 1984) who have previously focused on separating

t.he effects of control- and prediction have contributed

Lo numerous experi-ment.al studies. Their viewpoint. that
control is always confounded with predict.ion (though

not vice versa) can be termed t.he ,,traditional viev,r.',

According to this view, cont.rol requires that. someone

restrain, regulate, or direct. the occurrence of an

event.; whereas prediction requires that someone get

information which foreterfs the likrihood, of occurrence

of an evenL. For example, one can Lerminate a shock
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(Starr ç Mineka, 1977) or one can be informed whether

or when a shock wilf occur; one can cont.rol the

intensity of a shock (Staub, Tursky, & Schwartz, I977)

or be informed how intense it witl be (Milter & crant,

:.979) ; one can sel-f -adlrinister the shock (Ball &

Vogler, L97L) or be informed where on the body it will
occur (Mineka & Kihlstrom, L97B) or what t.ype of shock

it wifl be.

Despite these seemingly independent definitions

for control and prediction, the traditíonal view

assumes that prediction is i-nherent (both conceptually

and methodologically) in any controlfing response

(e.9., AverilI, L973; Seligman, 1975) . According to

this view, the concepts of control-Iability and

predictability cannot be effectively isolat.ed from one

another, since whenever one has cont.rol over an event

one undoubtedly has predict.ion of that event as wel_i_.

an org-anism that. has control- over the

offset of an evenL ípso facto has predictability

about when t.hat evenL wili- terminat.e. Indeed

some theorists...argue that. iL is this added

predictability inherent in control that produces

all of the beneficial consequences of having

control, and conversely that it is the
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inherent in not. having control
I the negative consequences.

(Mineka et â1., 1985, p. 509)

Thus, the traditional- view of control says that. we

can predict an event without controlli-ngr it, but we

cannot control an event without predicting it.

However, even if adherents to the t.raditional view were

to agree that it is technically feasible Lo incl-ude a

predictionless control condition in a research study,

some have suqgested that participants would not be abl_e

to recoginize predict.ionl-ess cont.rol as control-.

While it is relatively easy to arrange out.comes

t.hat are uncont.rol-l-able but predictable, it is not

at all easy to arrange outcomes that are

controllable yet unpredictable. And even if they

could be arranged, it is hard to see how one could

convince people that. they were controlling

outcomes t.hey were unable to predict. (Tiggemann &

Winef ield, 1"987 , p. 255)

Probfems With the Traditional View of Control and

Prediction

The assumption that. one cannot have conLrol over

an evenL without predicting somethingr about. that evenL

implies that it is impossible to st.udy t.he effects of
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cont.rof free from t.he contaminating effects of
prediction. According to Nickels, Cramer, & Gural

(1-992) , the traditional view, that. predictionless

cont.rol is impossible to recoqnize or obLain, has had a

nunilcer of drf f icult.ies:

1-. Prediction/control studies working under t.he

tradit.ional view (Burger & Arkin, ]'9B0; WorLman, Lgi5)

have been unable to isolate effectively these two

variabl-es. Si-nce the t.raditional view of control

maintains that one cannot have control without having

prediction, researchers have been discouraged from

tryinq to develop a predictì-onl-ess control_ cond,it.ion.

Thus, the no-prediction/cont.rol- condition has typically

been omitted from previous research. Even t.hose

studies which have att.empted t.o separate the effects of

cont.rol and predict.ion have faifed to include t.his

qroup, examining only prediction/conLrol, prediction/no

controf, and no-prediction/no-control g'roups (e.g.,

Mineka, Cook, & Mil]er, 1-984) . Failure to incj-ude the

no-predict.ion/cont.rol group makes it impossible to

clearly separat.e t.he effects of control and prediction.

2. Some researchers have tried to separate cont.rol

and prediction, but perhaps because of their

traditional- leanings, have often had their participants
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control- and predict different. out.comes (depending on

which qroups they were in). For example, in one study

(Burg,er & Arkin, 1980), participants controlled noise

by solving anagram problems and predicted noise by

beingr qiven time cues. However, participants actually
(a) controlled noise offset (buL not onset) and

predicted noise offset (and onset) on the currenL trial
in the control/prediction condition; (b) ctntrolled
nothing but. predícted noise offset (but. not onset) on

the current trial- in the no-control-/prediction

condition; (c) reduced by one half an unknown durat.ion

of noise on the next t.rial- in the control/no-prediction
condition; and (d) controlled and predicted nothing in
the no-control/no-prediction condition. Comparison of

the differential- effects of control and prediction
(bot.h within and across experimental conditions)

requires that one cont.rol and predict the same outcome.

3. Under the tradit.ional view, benef its of

predictionl-ess (blind) conLrol- are often att.ribut.ed to

chance rather than to personal control. For example,

in one study (Turnbulf , I9B2) tfre blind sel-ection of a

poker chip determined whether participants woul-d later
engiaqe in an interesting or boring task. Half of t.he

participanLs chose the chip themselves, while the
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experj-menter chose the chip for the other half of t.he

participanLs. The author referred t.o both of these

outcomes as being chance-determined outcomes. Not.

surprisingly, any perceptions of control resulting from

such predictionless control situations are typically
explained as being an instance of illusory control,
which is defined as personal control attributed
erroneously to a chance situat.ion (Langer,' I9j5) . In a

similar study by Wortman (L975) , participants blindly
chose between two differently col-ored marbles, the

color deciding whether the participant received. a more

or a less at.tract.ive prize. Alloy & Abramson (L979)

noted that since such parLicipants were choosingi t.heir

outcomes blindly, their outcomes were due to chance.

This meant t.hat part.icipants rating themselves as

having high conLrof erroneously attributed the out.come

to their own "random" efforLs rather than t.o chance and

thus were succumbing to t.he illusion of control. In

other words, the traditional view does not and cannot

dist.inguish between predictionl-ess (btind) cont.rol and

illusory (fal-se) control.
4. Some st.udies ref lect.ing the tradit.ional approach

apparently had predict.ionless control- at some point;
but because t.hey did not appreciate iL as being
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control, Lhey g'ave it up by providing out.come

information before the dependent measures were taken.

In the previously described studies (Turnbull_, 1982;

Wortman, L9'75), predictionless control was seemingly

achieved when participants blindly chose between the

poker chips or the marbfes and thus decided which

outcome would occur. However, t.he participants in the

no-prediction/control condit.ion were infoimed about.

their outcome before control ratings and oLher

dependent measures were t.aken. Thus, the ef fects of

predictionl-ess controf were not. actually measured

because t.he parLicj-pant.s were qíven predictive

informat.ion before the dependent. measures could assess

the effects of predictionless control. What probably

was measured, however, was a certain degree of

hindsiqht bias (Hawkins & Hast.ie, 1990 ) .

5. According to the traditional_ view, "when

individuafs have control, they do not. al_low bad

outcomes to occur" (Afloy & Abramson, 1,979, p. 468).

Again, it is implied that. when one has control, one

also has predict.ion and knows the outcome that foll_ows

from such conLrol. ft is also implied that prediction

means being informed about contingencies; that is,

being provided information as to which cont.rolling
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actions wil-1 result in which outcomes prior to engaging

in the controlling response. The tradiLional view not

only disallows predictionl-ess cont.rol but. also seems to

have t.he additionaf restriction of requiring a

foreknowledge of conLingencies before control can be

exercised.

6. In an at.t.empt to distinguish between dif f erent

1evels or deqrees of actual control, - *"á=r-,r. designed

to index objective control-l-ability has been formulated

in accordance with the traditional view (Al1oy &

Abramson, I979) . Based on Jenkins & Ward (l-965) , Atloy

and Abramson (L919) used a "difference metric" Lo

measure parLicipant.s' deqree of control, defined as

cont.inqency or dependency between responses and

outcomes across trials (Alloy & Abramson, 1979, p.

447) . Specifically, part.icipants were required t.o
either press or not.-press a butt.on on each of 40

trials, each response resulting in either a green-ligrht

outcome (success) or a no-light outcome (failure) .

Part.icipanLs then rated t.he degree of cont.rol they

believed their responses exerted over t.he out.comes.

The difference metric was defined. as t.he percentage of
trial-s on which a press resul-ted in the desired ouLcome

(ligrht) minus the percent.agre of t.rial-s on which a not-
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press resulted in the desired ouLcome. (In practice,

negative difference metric val-ues are avoided because

the researchers always subtracL the lower percentage

from the hiqher percentage.) For example, in one

condition the g'reen light (desired outcome) came on 75eo

of t.he time when the button was pressed and 50? of the

t.ime when the button was not pressed. According to the

dif ference met.ric, the degree of act.uaf controt or

cont.ingency in this case would be 752-502 or 252.

Unfortunately, the difference met.ric does not

measure pure conLrof. The phrase "desired outcome" in
t.he definition of the difference met.ric implies that
control depends on the difference in likelihood of
getting the successful or desired outcome by giving one

response rather t.han anot.her. For the above example,

t.here is a 252 greater likelihood of getting the

desired outcome (success) by but.t.on pressing versus not

pressing. The difference metric faits to focus solely
on the influence one has over whatever outcome occurs

(desj-red or undesired) because it also focuses on the

predictable advant.age one has in trying to get the

desired outcome by pressing versus not pressinq. Thus,

Lhe difference metric confounds personal cont.rol with
predicted success.
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A ReconceptualizaLion of Control and predict.ion:

Impact Theorv

Nickels (1980, L99I) has proposed a

reconceptualization called Impact Theory in which the

Lwo concepLs of control and predict.ion can be defined

without. reference Lo one another. Contamination of one

concepL by the ot.her is thus avoided.

Cont.rof . According to Impact Theory,' control

implies that an organism makes an impact. upon an event

reqardless of whet.her or not the individual ant.icipates

this event (Nickels, I99L) . Control refers to someone

exerting an influence over an event. Whenever one is
qiven the opportunitv t.o take one acLion rather than

another and whenever this action makes a difference in

which of several out.comes will occur, then to Lhe

extent. of the influence exerLed, one controls that

ouLcome (Nickel-s, 1,991-) . For example, one can choose

between t.wo secret.ly hidden prizes behind Door #j_ and

Door #2 in a tej-evision game show without. knowingr which

prize is behind which door. (ln fact, the contesLant

may noL even know what. the prizes are. ) In such a

situaLion, the individuaf exerts predict.ionless control-

by choosing Lo take the prize behind one door instead

of the other, t.hus having an impact on the prize to be
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received (outcome) . Such a person contributes to
deciding the ouLcome and knows about. this contribution
but does not now know the actual prize soon to be

obtained.

Prediction. According to Impact Theory,

prediction implies that an orqanism ant.icipates an

event Lhrouqh the availabifitv of relevanL informaLion

about this evenL reqardfess of whether Lhè individuaf

af fects the event (Nickels, 1991_) . fn other word.s, the

focus has changed from information-giving to

informat.ion-getting. predicLion is now defined from

Lhe act.or' s (participanL , s ) perspect.ive, rather than

from the observer's (experimenter,s) perspective.

Thus, prediction refers to knowinq somet.hing about an

event which allows one to foreLe]l that event.

AdditionalIy, Impact Theory discriminates among the

foJ-lowing: (a) predicting which evenLs wil_l influence

which other events in which ways before an ouLcome

occurs (prediction of cont.ingencies), (b) predicting

which out.come wil-l occur (prediction of outcome), and

(c) predicting that. one has already infl_uenced

whichever outcome will occur (pred,iction of personal

control). fn the fast. case, one can predict that

whatever outcome occurs wilt be due (at j_east. in part)
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to one's own opLional actions; and one can predict this

without also predicting to which possible outcome one

has contributed. Thus, wê can foretell (c) the extent

of our impact on an outcome without predicting either
(a) the cont.ingencies involved or (b) the most tikely

outcome to occur. Predicting (or knowing) (c) that we

control an outcome is noL the same as predicting- (a)

which antecedent event affects which outcome or

predicting (b) which of several outcomes will occur.

Although one can have control over an outcome without
prediction (as defined in a, b, or c above), t.he

reconceptuafization recognizes that having prediction

in sense (c) --but lacking it. in senses (a) and (b) --is
still a case of predictionless control .

Avoidinq the Difficul-t.ies of the Traditional View

According to t.he reconceptual_ization, the

redefinition of conLrof and prediction al-lows

researchers to define each concept separately without
recourse to Lhe other concept. This enabfes

researchers to disentangle control_ and prediction

effects largely because it. recognizes predictionless

control to be a possible condition in research. The

avail-abitity of such a predictionless control- condition

thereby resolves the previously out.l_ined problems
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associated with the traditional- view.

1,. The reconceptualization does noL assume that
prediction is inherent. in a cont.rolling response.

Thus, it allows for the inclusion of a no-prediction

control group thaL has been excl-uded from previous

research and enables one t.o assess the effects of

control without t.he confounding effect.s of

predictabiliLy

2. According to Impact Theory, cont.rol is red,ef ined

as the influence of a behavior on an outcome without

the necessity of predictinq ûhat outcome (even though

one may have prediction of one's personal control over

this outcome) . Whenever the differential effects of

control and prediction are studied, the

reconceptualizat.ion emphasizes that. each must have the

same outcome.

3. According to the reconceptual-ization, whenever

one's choice conLributes to an outcome, to that extent.

it. is controlled by t.he person. Thus, predict.ionless

control is neither a chance event. nor an example of

illusory control. For example, although Turnbull
(1982 ) ref ers to t.he outcome of a participant, s blind

selection of a poker chip as chance-determined, the

reconceptualizat.ion would state that. the person has
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predictionl-ess conLrol over the outcome to be received.

For example/ assume that there are two different. soft

drinks (Coke and Pepsi) served in a drink machine. T\,vo

buttons labelled "Coke" and "Pepsi, " respect.ively,

all-ow one to sel-ect the drink to be received. When the

machine functions correctly, pressing the "Coke" button

will result in a Coke, while pressing Lhe "Pepsi"

button witl result in a Pepsi. In such - ''..=", the

outcome is controffed by which button is pressed; and

since the contingencies are known beforehand, one would

thus have predictive control-. However, suppose t.he

machine malfunctions, and one wil-l receive a Coke

regardless of which button is pressed. In such a

situation, Lhe outcome is noL controlled by which

button is pressed; but following the first. few trials

one knows t.he outcome wil-l always be a Coke and thus,

woul-d have predictive uncontrol. Suppose now t.hat the

machine is fixed, but t.he fabels have peeled off the

but.t.ons so one does nol know which drink is associated

with which part.icular but.t.on. At feast for Lhe first.

(blind) buLLon press, one would have predictionless

control. In t.his case, although the person does not

know ahead of time (cannot predict) which butt.on press

resul-Ls in which drink, the person's select.ing and
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pressing one button rather than the other but.ton does

make a difference in t.he outcome (drink) received.

Therefore, the reconceptualization interprets this
choice behavior as providing genuine cues underlying'

veridical cont.rol (raLher than as false cues underlying

i11usory cont.rof ) .

4 - As previously noted, Lhe reconceptualization

acknowledges that people can have control by

influencing an event without knowinq in which way they

have affected this event. As a result, iL is possible

to measure the effects of controllability without
providing one wich predictive knowJ-edg.e regarding how

one has infl-uenced a particular outcome. According to

Impact Theory, bot.h Wortman (L975) and TurnbulL (L982)

\ivere examining predictionless control before they

provided predictive information about the outcome to

their participants. After that, participants may have

been highly susceptible to a hindsight bias (Hawkins et

â1 ., 1990) . Since fmpact Theory recog.nizes that one

does noL need to know how one witÌ infl_uence an outcome

in order to have control over this ouLcome, Lhe theory

sug,gest.s that these dif ficufties can be avoided merely

by measuring how much cont.rol people think t.hey have

prior to providj-ng Lhem with predictive information.
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5. Because fmpact Theory conceptually and

operationa11y defines cont.rol independently of
prediction, it. is possible to consider and measure a

person's control without any predictive cues

whatsoever. Thus, not only does the

reconceptual-ízation allow for. the fact that people may

not know at any one time which outcome they have

brougrht. about (i.e., prediction of outcome) , but it

afso al-lows for the fact that people may not know

before control is exerted which options resul_t. in which

outcomes (i.e., prediction of contingencies) .

6. In addition t.o redef ining the concept.s of cont.rol

and predict.ion, ImpacL Theory also proposes a new index

of cont.rol. WhiIe acknowledging t.he simplicity of t.he

difference metric and its capability of discerning

dif f erent l-evels of control, Nickels et al_ . (1991)

st.ates thaL in some cases t.his measure appears to be

incapable of separating control from prediction and

success. In the t.wo-choice t.ask of Alloy and Abramson

(L979) , each response (press or no-press) result.ed in a

preset ouLcome (]içrht or no-ligrht). Table 1 presents

t.hree possible option sequences in which a

participant's press or no-press on each t.rial resul_ts

in either a J-ight or no-líght outcome, Lhe ,,lig.ht"
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Table 1

Comparison of T\n¡o Metrics for Measurinq Control

Tri-a1 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Secfuence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3

nress noDress Þress nopress

I ight Iight light Iight

light light lighc nolight

nolight nolight nolight light nolighc light

nolight nolight nolight nol-ight nolight J-ight

Dì fference Metric (DM) :

50?r - 50?:0U s0å-sjz=02 5OZ-50?r=0?

Make-a-Difference Metric (MAD) :

nress noÞress
:
light nol-ight

light noÌight

o/4 x 100 : o? 2/4 X 100 : 50?; 4/4X 100 = 1"00?
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out.come representing the desired outcome. According to
the dif ference metric (DM) , each of the t.hree sequences

has 502-502 = 0Z control since both a press and a no-

press result in a green light (desired outcome) 50U of
the t.ime. For exampJ-e, a press response under Sequence

l- results in a light outcome for two of t.he four

t.rials, or 502 of t.he time. Simitarly, a no-press

response under Sequence 1 al-so results in ä light.
outcome for two of the four trial-s, or 50U of the time.

This measurement. of control confounds controt and

success, since such a measurement focuses on only one

possible out.come, namely, the desired or successfuf

one. Traditionally, conLrol is based on how much more

of an influence one has over gett.ing the outcome of

interest by givíng one response rather Lhan anot.her.

Since neither option (press or not-press) is more

likely to resul-L in the desired outcome (i.e. , 75-75,

50-50, or 25-25) , t.he response is not considered to be

contingently relat.ed to t.he out.come.

For the reconcept.ualizat.ion, however, control is
based on how much influence one has over getting
different outcomes--not necessarily outcomes of
int.erest--by giving different responses (Nickels,

1991) . Thus, making a difference implies
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that./ on any trial-, choosing one option contributes to

some outcome, whereas choosing another option

contributes to some ot.her outcome, regardless of Lhe

desirabiJ-ity of these outcomes. For example, on Trial
1 of Sequence 1 a participant's press results in a

light and a part.icipant's no-press also results in a

light. Thus, a participant has the opportunity of
producing eit.her a press or a no-press, *ich each

response giving' t,he same outcome (i.e., light). This

represents no-controf because neit.her response makes a

dífference in outcomes. fn conLrast, on Trial_ 1 of

Sequence 3 a participant's press resul_ts in a light
whereas a participant's no-press results in a no-liq'ht.
Thus, a parLicipant. has the opportunity of giving

either a press or a no-press, wj-t.h each response

producing a dif ferent. outcome. This represents cont.rol

because each response makes a difference in outcomes.

It should be noted that Trial 4 of Sequence 3

represents cont.rol just as Trial 1 represents cont.rol

even though the outcomes are associat.ed with different
responses. (In other words, control is not a direct.

measure of conLingency which measures the degree Lo

which a particul-ar response is associat.ed with a

part.icular outcome across trials. Even if t.he
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contingencies were determined by chance, one would

still have control- on those trials wLrere one,s

select.ion of response made a difference in outcomes. )

According to the reconceptualí zaLion, makì_ng a

difference in outcomes t.hrough one/s actions is

considered t.o be more reÌevant to the measurement. of

control than predicting a difference in success between

these actions. Such a distinction allows'us Lo

separate control from both prediction and success and

to examine the independent effects of control.

According Lo Impact Theory, control may be better

measured by a "make-a-dif ference metric,' (MAD), which

measures control- in terms of the average amount of

difference one makes in deciding ouLcomes across choice

Þoints (trials) . Typically, this comes out to be the

percentage of trials on which the participant., s choice

between options (e.9., press or nopress) makes a

dif ference in outcomes (e.g., light or no-l_igrht) . The

make-a-difference metric is calculated by multiplying

by i-00 the number of t.rials on which a participanL,s

selection makes a difference in outcome received and

dividing the resul-t by the t.otal number of trial_s. For

example, in Table L, control is measured at 0? ín all_

cases according to the difference metric, but at }eo,
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50eo, and l-00?, respect.i-vely, according to the make-a-

difference metric. Thus, the make-a-difference metric

is more sensit.ive to different levels of control. It

also eliminates the contaminaLing fact.ors of success

and prediction and allows one to independently measure

objective control

Refinement of the Experimental- procedure under the

Reconceptual i zat íon

In accordance with Impact Theory (Nickels, j_980),

several studies have attempted to creat.e a
predictionless control condition and test participants,
recognizabil-ity of this predict.ionless control_ once

achieved. These studies have demonstrated that it is
possible to effect.ively separate cont.rol and prediction
and to examine their independent effects (Echofs, 1_983;

Evers, L99I; Guttormson, I9B4; Nickels, Cramer, &

Gural, L992; Tan, l-981) . The resul_ts of these

investigat.ions suggest. that participants can

discriminate predict.ionless conLrol to be control_; that
is, participants under higrh control give higher ratings
of conLrol than part.icipants under fow control
regardless of predictability. The resufLs al-so suggest.

that. control and prediction exert different effect.s.
Although all of t.hese studies were based on the
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original concepts of fmpact Theory (Nickels, l-980),

they differed in the way part.icipant.s with conLrof

exercised their controf. However, each of these

investig'ations used choice of response to define t.he

conLrol condition and no-choice of response to define

Lhe no-control condition, and also incÌuded some form

of physicaf manipulation under choice condit.ions, but

not under no-choice condiLions. These physicaf

manipulations involved contact with an outcome-refated

obj ect. .

For example, three different. studies examined

ouLcomes det.ermined by the participant, s choice of
response (control) and by some random event (no-

control), where some participants knew the outcome

(prediction) while others did not know t.he out.come (no-

predict.ion) . In one study (Echols, 1983), participants
were led to believe that. through the insertion of one

of two plugs into a timer circuit they could predict

and/or control whether they worked on math problems for
a short or long period of time while listening to white

noise. The session would supposedly end when an

unrevealed but preset number was reached on the timer
as it counted up from 0000. During a demonstraLion,

participants would see one speed pfug cycling the timer
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display slowly (indicaLing a long time period) , t.he

other plug cycling the timer display fast (indicating a

short t.ime period) . During the experimental trials,
participants with controf blindly chose one of the t.wo

speed pluqs, pì-cked, it uÞ, and inserted it into the

circuit. Participants with no control_ did not make a

choj-ce response and were not aflowed t.o touch either
plug at all; instead, the experiment.er flipped a coin

and inserted the indicated plug into the circuit.
Following plug select.ion, part.icipants with prediction
would see whether the fast speed plug (colored yellow)

or the sfow speed plug (colored black) was in the

circui-L. Part.icipants with no-prediction woul_d see t.wo

speed plugs but boLh would be black. Results ind,icated

that participants with predict.abilit.y (regardl-ess of
cont.rol- ) gave higher ratings of conf idence than those

with predictionless controf. Also, participants (a)

ivit.h bot.h predictabiliLy and controtlability or (b)

with either predictabiJ-ity or controllability alone

gave higher ratings of control and responsibility than

those with neither prediction nor control. These

findings support the observation in the previous study

that perceived control and perceived prediction are

related to dif ferent variabl-es.
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fn thj-s study, control (as distinguished from no-

control) required the participants, physical

manipulation of an outcome-relat.ed object, whereas no-

control required the experimenLer's physical

manipulation of an outcome-related object. This last.

point raises a question as to whether one needs some

form of physical manipulation in order to convey the

idea of control

As demonstrated by Langer (1975) in a series of

studies, factors such as choice, active (physical)

involvement in a task, and passj-ve (thinking)

involvemenL in a Lask are sufficient Lo bringr about an

ill-usion of cont.rol . For example, in Experiments 2 and

3 (Langer, I975) , participanLs given choices on

"chance-controll-ed" tasks gave higher ratings of
control- than participants not given choices, implying

that the cues provided by the choice behavior were

sufficient to convey the "erroneous" idea of control.
In addition, in Experiment 4 (Langer, 1975) ,

participants who physically carried out t.he chosen

action had higher confidence rat.ings about the out.come

than those who did not; and in Experiments 5 and 6

(Langer, I9'/5) , the participants who thought about t.he

choices they made for a length of time had hiqher
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confidence ratíngs about outcomes than those who did
not. Therefore, studies att.emptinq to avoid the

introduction of an illusion of control must take

account of the possible biases brought. about (a) by

making choices; (b) by having physical cont.act with
ouLcome-rel-ated obj ects ; and (c ) by thinking about.

choices once made. The study reviewed above hefd

passive involvement constant., but it did not hofd

active involvement const.ant.

fn a second study described j_n Nickel-s, Cramer, &

Gural- (1992, Study L) , participant.s were tol-d t.hat they

would listen to an aversive whit.e noise for either a

short or longi period of time (the 1ong period being

twice as lonq as the short. time period) depending on

which of two speed plug.s was insert.ed into a timer

circuit. Participant.s with cont.rol blindly chose one

of the Lwo speed plugs, picked it up, and inserted it
int.o the timer cj-rcuit. participants with no-cont.rof

exercised no-choice; instead, the experimenter flipped
a coin to determine the plug to be inserted, buL

participants t.hemselves inserted Lhe plug int.o the

circuit. Participants with prediction were shown the

speed of the cycling numbers on the display immediat.ely

aft.er pfug insertion, thus receiving informat.ion
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leading them t.o believe they woul-d listen to the noise

for either the short or long time period, while those

with no prediction were not shown the speed of the

cycling' numbers. Participants with controÌ (as

compared Lo those with nocontrol) reported higher

ratings of influence over how long they woufd be

listening to Lhe aversive noise, reg-ard.Iess of
predictability. (Ratings of control were 'not taken. )

Participants with prediction (as compared to those with

noprediction) report.ed higrher ratings of confid,ence

regardinq t.he amount of time they would spend listening

t.o the noise. It should al_so be noted that no

interaction between the variables of control- and,

prediction was observed. These findings not only

support t.he idea that. control and prediction can be

isolat.ed, buL also demonstrat.e that. predictionl_ess

cont.rol is possible and will be perceived as such. In

this study, â11 part.icipants touched the select.ed speed

pfug so physical contact was held constant. A question

remains as to what woul-d happen if al-l participants

were prevented from touching outcome-related objects.

In a third study (Nickels et âI. , L992, Study 2 )

outcomes were associated eit.her with the participant, s

choice of response (control) or with some rand.om
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process (no-control); but unl-ike the previous studies,

control- did not involve a participant's physical

cont.act with any outcome-related object. part.icipants

with cont.rol blindly chose an outcome-related card by

point.ing to it.. Participants with no-control exercised

no-choice; instead, the out.come-related card was

sel-ected (but not touched) by t.he part.icipant's
partner. Participant.s with predictior. *"i. shown the

back of the card immediaLely aft.er the card was

sel-ected, Lhus receiving information leading them to

believe they would work on the task for either the

short or long time period. Participants with control
(as compared t.o those with no-control) gave higher

rating's of control, inf luence, responsibitity,
and credit or blame, regardfess of predictabilty-
Part.icipants with prediction (as compared to those with
no-prediction) gave higrher rat.ings of predict.ion and

confidence, regardless of controllability. Thus, this
sLudy eliminated physicat contact as an element of
control, but the results still_ showed t.hat choice

increased perceptions of cont.rol. However, as in t.he

previous studies, only t.wo level-s of control (no-

control versus t.otal control_) were examined.

Therefore, a more complete test of Impact Theory would
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be t.o examine the effects of several levels of control

fn a fourth study, Guttormson (L984) investigated

the effects of different degrees of control and

prediction (as defined by fmpact. Theory,s make-a-

difference metric) ; specifically, 25?-control, 502-

control, and 75?-control and comparable Ievefs of
predict.ion were examined. As in the previously

mentioned s[udy (Nickels et â1. , L992, Study Z ) ,

outcomes were associated either with t.he participant,s

choice of response (control) or wíth some random

process (no-cont.rol), and the exertion of control did

not involve physical manipulation. For each of several

trials, participants attempted to match a preseL

pat.tern of letters (written in invisible ink) to win a

prize with the experimenLer revealing t.he chosen letter
(and thus the outcome) by using a special_ pen.

Participants blindly chose the counting letter
(outcome) on each control trial, but exercised no-

choice on each no-control t.rial_ (on which the counting

letter was determined by Lhe experimenLer,s flip of a

disk) ; participant.s were shown the outcome on

predictable trial-s, but were noL shown the outcome on

unpredicLabl-e trials. since the number of controrlable
trial-s f or a part.icipant def i-ned Lhat participant, s
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i-evel of control, Guttormson (L984) extended the

measurement of control- from a dichotomy of no-control

versus total control to varying degrees of control

alonq a continuum. For example, participants with 25eo-

control blindly chose Lhe counting letter (outcome) for

4 of L6 trials; those with 50%-control and 7S%-control

blindly chose the outcome for B and 12 trials,

respectively. ft was observed t.hat participant.s with

higher levels of controf gave higher rat.ing-s of

influence, regardless of predictability. part.icipants

with higher fevels of prediction gave higher rat.ings of
prediction and knowing, reg.ardless of cont.rollability.

fn all four of the above studies, only

participants with conLrof could make a choice between

outcome-refated responses; participanLs with no-conLrol

were given no-choice. Under such circumstances, bot.h

the traditional view and the reconcept.ual-izat.ion

advance Lhe same hypot.hesis, namely, that part.icipanLs

with cont.rof will give higher rating.s of cont.rol- than

participants without cont.rol whether predictive or
predictionless. The t.radit.ional view wouf d argue t.hat

t.his increase in control- rat.ings is an inst.ance of

i1lusory control (Langer, 1,975) induced by the exerci_se

of choice, whereas Impact. Theory would suggest that.
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this increase in control_ rat.ings is an instance of
veridical controt (i . e . , t.he participants , percept ion

of their actual influence over the outcome. )

On the other hand, whenever both control and no-

control participants make choices throughout a study,

these two theories would advance opposite hypotheses.

According to Langer (1975), ratings of control woul_d be

comparable if bot.h control and no-control'participants

exercised choice ín t.he st.udy, since the exercise of
choice woufd be sufficient. to induce i11usory control
(i . e. , high cont.rol- ratings ) f or both groups .

According t.o fmpact Theory, however, the level of

ratings of control would be higher for participant.s

whose choices make a difference in outcomes than for
part.icipants whose choices make no difference in

ouLcomes, because only the former participants would

recoginize that they act.ually controlled the outcome.

Therefore, a further refinement of the experiment.al

procedure woul-d be to have alt participants make

choices, buL only those with control would have

dif f erent. out.comes resulting f rom t.heir choices.

One or more of the four st.udies reviewed above

(a) examined varying degrees of control and (b) asked

part.icipants to indicate their choices without
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physically touching any part of t.he experimentaf

apparatus. However, in afl four studies, participants

with controf were asked to make a choice while
part.icipants without conLrof were qiven no choice. fn

other words, a factor which has never been held

constant before is (c) gi-ving all participants a

choice, reqardless of their level- of cont.rol. Thus, a

clearer and more refined assessment of thé usefulness

of fmpact Theory would take each of these factors into

consideration.

The Present Studv

In cont.rast with traditionaf ist.s, research which

has confounded control and prediction (e.g., Mineka et

â1., 1984) , the present study separat.es their effecLs

by including a predictionless control- condition. The

present study also: (a) minimizes physical act.ions for
all participants; (b) examines deg,rees of control; and

(c) int.roduces (for t.he first Lime) choices t.hat make a

difference in outcomes (cont.ro1) and choices that make

no difference in outcomes (no-control).

As previously discussed, tradit.ional measures of
control such as t.he dif f erence metric (Al_loy et. â1. ,

1-979) have confounded control with success. Thus, the
present study also examines t.he effect.s of control- and
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prediction within a context of varying levels of

SUCCCSS .

Although sex differences were not an integral part

of the hypotheses, the presenL study examined the

effects of sex as well as control and prediction on t.he

dependent variables. Differences in responding for

males and females to prediction and control

manipulations have been observed in previåus research
(Echols, 1983). Thus, data in the present. study were

analyzed according to sex to assess the extent to which

sex differences influenced t.he dependent variabfes.

Hvpot.heses

According to the reconceptualization of cont.rol

and prediction by Nickels (1980, 1991-) , one can have

predict.ion without having control as wel_l as control
\^/ithout predictì-on. In accordance with the

reconcept.ual:-zation and the resulLs of previous studies
(Echols, 1983; GuLtormson, L984; Nickels, Cramer, &

Gural, L992) , it is expected thaL participants wil_l

recognize the predict.ion of outcomes as predict.ion;

consequent.ly, participants with higher predict.ion than

other part.icipants will give higher ratings of

"prediction" and "confidence." Accordingly, it is
hypothesízed that (l) participanLs under 100%-
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prediction (whether thev receive cues that they will

succeed or fail) will qive hiqher ratinqs of

"prediction" and "conf idence" t.han participants under

0%-prediction.

Based on t.he same reasoning and in accordance with

t.he results of previous studies (Echols, I9B3;

Guttormson, 1-984; Nickels et â1. , 1992) , it is expected

that participants wil-1 recoginize predictiotless control-

as control; consequently, participants with higher

cont.rol- than other participants will give higher

ratings of "control" and "influence." A typical

baseline in controf research has been the 0?-control

condition (e.g., Mineka et ãI., I9B4); a comparison

condition requiring the qreatest amount. of

discrimination of control by participants would be a

25%-control condit.ion (rather Lhan 502, '152, or 1002 )

Accordingly, it. is hypot.hes ized that (2 ) partiÇipants

under 25?-control will qive hiqher ratinqs of control
and influence Lhan participants under O%-control.

Consist.ent with previous findings (Echots, 1983;

Guttormson, L984; Nickels et âf. , 1-992) , no interacLion

between the variables of cont.rol and predíct.ion is
expect.ed on any dependent variables.

Research (Miller, 1-979; WorLman, j.976) also
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indicates that both perceived cont.rof and perceived

prediction are important factors in reducingr

perceptions of aversiveness of a noxious stimulus.

Although Nickels et al. (SLudy 1_, 1992) did not observe

-Lower perceptíons of aversiveness for participants with
control and/or predict.ion, such effects might have been

observed under more aversive conditions than those used

in that study. Thus, although not specifitally
addressed by Impact. Theory, it is hypothesízeð. that. (3)

participants under 25?-cont.rol conditions and 1O0Z-

prediction condit.ions (whet.her t.hev receive cues that.

thev will succeed or fail) wil] qive lower ratinqs of

stimulus aversiveness for a hiqhlv aversive st.imul_us

than those under anv other conditions (i.e., 252-

control/0?-prediction, 0?-control/100%-predict.ion, 03-

control/0?-prediction). As in Hypotheses L and.2, no

i-nteract.ion between control and predict.ion is expected,.

Method

Part icipant.s

Part.icipants were !20 st.udents (72 females and 48

males ) f rom the Int.roductory psychologrlz course aL the

university of Manitoba. They were solicited for their
participation via sign-up booklets t.hat were circul-ated
within a single, inLact cl-ass. participation in the
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st.udy was voluntary with no ethnic or sex restrictions,
excepL that each participant had Engtish as a primary

or co-primary languagre. Each participant received an

experiment.al credit which contri-buted towards his/her
final- grade in the course. The data of eight
participant.s were excfuded from the final- data analysis
for one of four reasons: (a) obt.aining an ambiguous

number of successes (1 maiL e/25?-control-; orr"

femaLe/25å-control) ; (b) disclosing suspicions that
they were being deceived (l_ mate/2S?-control; z

females: 1 from 0?-control, I from 21eo-conLrol); (c)

disclosing uncertainty as to their underst.anding of the

experiment.af procedure (1 male/0?-controJ_; 1 f emale / 0Z-

control); and (4) voluntary wit.hdrawal_ from the

experiment (f female/0?-control) .

Experimental Desiqn

The design of the study was a 3 X 2 X 2 factorial.
Three fact.ors were manipulated across participants: (a)

Prediction/success (0?-predict.ion, 100?-prediction of
success, and 1_00%-prediction of failure) ; (b) Control
(0å-cont.rol and 25?-control) ; and (c) Sex (male and

femal-e) . Twenty part.icipants (L2 females, B males)

were randomly assigned to each of the

Prediction/success X Control_ conditions: (a) 0?-
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control/0?-prediction; (b) 0%-control /]-002-
prediction/success; (c) 0%-control/i_00U-

prediction/failure (d) 25?-controL/0?-prediction; (e)

25e"-control/100%-prediction/success; and (f ) 252-

control- /r003-prediction/ f ailure. (success and f airure
appear only under 1002-predict.íon because in t.he 0Z-

predict.ion condition, the effects of an unpredi_ctable,

thus unknown, success or failure were assumed Lo have

no j-mpact on participant ratings. ) Although no

hypotheses refer to the sex variable, it was included

as a separate independent variable in order to
investigat.e its possi-bIe effect on the dependent.

measures.

On each of 24 t.rials, participants were asked t.o
position an experimental- card in one of Lwo ways

(Position A or Position B) . On some control trials,
Position A reduced the time they spent. tistening to an

aversive noise, but position B d.id not reduce t.he time

durat.ion; whereas on other control t.rials, the reverse

occurred. On no-control trials, boLh positions gave

the same outcome (either a reduction or a no-reduct.ion

in noise duration. ) part.icipants in 25%-control

conditions had more trials (6 trials ouL of 24) on

which they could influence whether or noL the durat.ion
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would be reduced by a specific amount than 0?-control
participants (0 trials ouL of 24). participants in
1002-predict.ion conditions had more trials (24 t.riar-s

ouL of 24) on which t.hey were given informatíon about--
and therefore could predict.-- whether or not. the

duration would be reduced than participant.s in 0Z-

prediction conditions ( 0 trials out of 24) . There were

two kínds of 100U -prediction conditionsr ''=rl.."== and

failure. The success condition had more trials (ê!
least 15 or 15/24 = 62.52 of the trials) on which

participants knew (were given cfear cues) that the

duration would in fact be reduced than the failure
condition (at most 9 or 9/24 = 37.5? of trials). In
order to increase (or decrease) tfre likelihood that.

part.icipanls would receive 15 or more successes for the

success condit.ion (or 9 or less successes for the

failure condition) the number of time reductions for
no-contror trial-s was increased for success conditions
(or decreased for failure conditions). (The exact

number of successes and failures on contro] trial_s

depended on a participant, s choices which could not. be

preset. )

The study examined the effect.s of t.he

prediction/success, control_. and participants, sex on:
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(a) ratings of controllability and influence over the

reduction in t.he duration of the noise; (b) rat.ings of
predictability and confidence about the reduction in
t.he duration of the noise; (c) ratinqs of helplessness

under the noise; (d) ratings of success and failure in
getting a reduction in the duration the noj_se; and (e)

ratingrs of aversiveness of the noise. AlLhough not.

dealt with specifically under the hypotheses, the

variables under (c) were inc]uded because they may be

associaLed with measures under (a); and t.he variables
under (d) were included because they might be

associated with measures under (b).

Experi-mental Task

Participants proceeded through the experiment.

individually. During the demonstrat.ion describing the

experimental setup, parLicipants were told that. the

experiment consisted of two parts: (a) a card-
positioning task and (b) an aversive noise exposure

period. During the card positioningr t.ask, participants
completed 24 card-positioning trials. prior to the

trials, Lhey were shown t.hat t.he back of each card had

either: (a) two white squares; (b) one white square;

or (c) no whíte square. On each t.riaf , the

experimenter held up a card so that the back of the
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card was not visibfe t.o t.he participant, and the
participant tofd the experimenter whet.her they wanted.

the card to be placed in position A or posit.ion B in a

"card-reader. " f f (because of the posit.ioning of the

card on any trial) a white square was opposite a light-
metering device in the card-r-eader, the amount of time

remaining on a noise-duratj_on-t.imer was reduced by a

specific amounL. (a success); if a no-whité square was

opposite the tight-metering device on any trial, the

amount of time remaining was noL reduced (a failure) .

on cont.rollable trials, participants were ínformed by a

message on the front of t.he card (prior t.o their
selection of card-position) that their choice of card-
position makes a difference whet.her they do or d.o not
get a time reducLion, while on uncontroflable t.rials
participanLs were informed that t.heir choice makes no

difference as to which outcome was obtained. Al1

participants were t.ofd t.hat t.he greater the reduction
in Lime during Lhe card-posit.ioning t.ask, the l_ess t.ime

t.hey must listen to the noise during t.he noise exposure

period. Part.icipant.s with prediction vi-ewed the timer
and thus, the out.come of each trial. while t.hose

without prediction did not. view the timer and thus did
noL know the out.comes of their choices until alf of the
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trials had been complet.ed and the dependent. measures

had been t.aken.

Apparatus and Materials

Experimental cards. The cards (each measuring

L5.2 cm x 1,5.2 cm) were made of heawy black

const.ruction paper (Canson Mi-Teints, 25 lb weigrht

paper). One side of the card (the front) had white

labels containing specific messages, whereãs the

reverse side (the back) had one of three variat.ions:
(a) one had two 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm white squares, (b) one

had a single 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm white square; and (c) one

had no white squares. The phrase "YOUR CHOICE MAKES NO

DfFFERENCE" was printed on the front of cards (a) and

(c) . The phrase "YOUR CHOICE MAKES A DIFFERENCE,, was

print.ed on the third type of card, (b) . The word.s

"POSITION A" and "POSITION B" were print.ed alonq two

edges of the front of each card, perpendicular Lo the

main messagie on t.he front of t.he card. (See Appendix

A. )

Fifty-four demonsLration cards were const.ructed.:

15 with two white areas (no-control/ success), 24 wíUn

one whit.e area (control), and 15 with no white area

(no-control/ failure) . (TWelve of the 24 control cards

had the single whit.e area on the left side of the card
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and the other twelve had it on the right side. ) TWenty-

four of these cards v/ere used during the experimental-

trials and three were used for the demonstration

trials. Three beige plastic trays held the cards.

Tape. taperecorder and headphones . Three t.ypes of

noise were recorded onto a TDK SA-190 High position

T'ype II audio tape using a Marantz Superscope cassette

tape-recorder (2g cm x 19.5 cm x B cm) , (ì) an

alternating two-tone, repetitive noise (like that of a

British police car); (2) an alternating two-tone siren
(like that of a North American emergency vehicle); and

(3) a Lone continual-ly cycling higher then lower in
pitch. These three noises alternated in rand.om order

in their presentat.ion and in their duraLion, thus

creatinq numerous, unpredictable segments of each

noise. fn other words, participants did not know how

long they would list.en to any one particul_ar type of
noise before t.he next type of noise began, nor did. they

know which type of noj-se would be next on the t.ape.

The three varying sounds were presented t.o part.icipant.s

through earphones (Real-ist.ic, modef LV-j-0) which fiL
over (rather than in) the ears. The earphone cushions

were cleaned beLween participants. The loudness revef

of the three varying sounds aL the earphones ranqed
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from 67 db(A) to 79 db(A) across all participants, âs

measured by a Bruel- & Kjaer Precision Sound Level Meter

2203 /r6L3 .

Card-reader. The card-reader consisted of a

plastic, black ribbed box (measurj-ng 38 cm x 34.5 cm x

26.5 cm) containing a light., a t.ube, and a card slot
opposite the Lube. The slot. in the top of Lhe box

allowed the cards to be inserted, one at a'ti.ne, into
the box. Once a card is properly j_nserted into the

card slot , 2.5 cm of the card remains out.side the Lop

of the box, displaying either the message, "pOSITION A',

or "POSITfON B. "

A 15 watt incandescenL liqht bulb provided light
which reflects off t.he back of an inserted card. The

smal-l plast.ic tube (14.5 cm long with a 6.2 cm d.iameter

and a 4.5 cm opening diameter) contained a SEN fSyS

(Sensor fnteqrated Systems) Hawker-Siddeley CL603

Cadmium Sel-inide phot.ocell, senses the liqht intensity
refl-ecting off the surface direct.J-y in front. of it (at

a distance of 1,2 cm) . This surface was either a white

square or t.he black construction paper (no white

square) on the back of each card. A white area placed

in front of the photocell qives an ouLput of
approximat.ely 300 K ohms from the phot.ocel-], whereas a
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black area gives approximat.ely 30,000 K ohms output

from t.he photocell. (Photometric brightness or

l-uminence of the black and white card areas are 0.75
2zcdlm- and 164.7 5 cdlm-, respectively, âs measured by a

photo Research Litemate/Spotmate Model 502.)

Count-down timer. À three digit LED display of a

count-down timer (19 cm x 11 cm x 6 cm) was used to

indicate to part.icipants how close t.hey lv.r" to t.he

terminat.ion of the noise. The numbers on the d_isplay

(1.8 cm x 5 cm) silentJ-y counted down from 99.9 to

00 .0, where 00 . 0 terminated the noise. Thi_s timer was

connected to the phot.ocell of the card-reader. When a

white area was placed directly in front of t.he

phot.ocej-l- in the card-reader, the output. from t.he

photocell- made the numbers on t.he count-down timer

display count down rapidly for approximately five

consecuLive numbers (in approximately two seconds),

indicating to participant.s that they had decreased the

total- time t.hey would spend fat.er fistening to the

noise (represent.ing a success). When a black area was

placed dj-rectly in front of the photocell, Lhe l_ow

output from t.he photocell allowed t.he numbers on the

count-down timer display t.o continue counting down at.

the normal rate (representing a fai_lure) . (The minimal_
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output of the photocell required to accelerate the

count-down timer was 770 K ohms, âs measured by a

Beckman fndustrial RMS225 Digital Multimeter. )

It should be noLed that, reqardless of how t.he

operation of the count-down t.ímer appeared to work to
participants, the timer counted from 99.9 to 00.0 after

the same lapse of t.ime (25 minutes) for alf

participants. Whenever t.he countdown of tñe numbers on

the timer display was accelerated (for approximately

two seconds), the subsequent. speed at which the dispJ_ay

counls down decreased automatically and unnoticeably so

that the numbers counted down at a s.Lower rat.e than the

original cycling, Lhus compensat.ing for the brief

acceleration. Thus, the Limer reached 00.0 after the

same lapse of time for all part.icipants, resulting in

equal exposure t.ime t.o the aversive stimulus for all

participants.

Count-up counter. An Archer 277-302 five diçrit
LCD electronic count-up counter (attached to the top of

the count-down timer enclosure) silently increased by

one digit each time the count-down Limer indicated a

success. The counter indicated t.o part.icipants the

cumulative number of successful- t.rials they had

obtained. A black clot.h was used to cover both the
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t imer and the counter during no-prediction trials.
Stopwatch. A Heuer Tag Modet 200S stopwatch

measured the duration of each phase of the experiment..

Preliminarv information sheet. A preliminary

information sheet. requested partícipants to indicate

their name, student number, date and place of birth,
first languag-e, and program of academic study. This

sheet. was filed separat.ely from all other information

collected f rom participant.s.

Experimental guestionnaires. T\,vo questionnaires

consisting of items approximating those used in
previous research (Nickels et â1., 1992, Study 1) were

used to measure t.he dependent variables. Specif ically,

Questionnaire #1 (see appendix B) was given after the

card-positioning t.ask but. before the aversive noise

period begian and incfuded measures of perceived conLrol

and influence, perceived prediction and confidence,

anticipaLed success and failure, perceived

helplessness, and perceived aversiveness of the

aversive noise presented in t.he demonst.ration. Several

manipulation checks were incl-uded in the questionnaire

to assess whet.her t.he information provided to
partj-cipants was recognized and undersbood by them (see

Questions 9 , ]1, and i-2 ) . Question 11 was also
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included in an accuracy measure fabelled, ,'accuracy in
estimating the number of cont.rol trials,' (AccControf )

and was calculated by subtracting the act.ual- number of

controf t.rials from the estimate. A second accuracy

measure labe}led, "accuracy in estimatingr t.he number of

total trial-s" (AccTotal), was calculated by subtracting

24 (the actual number of trials) from the partícipants,
estimaLe

Questionnaire #2 (see appendix C) was g.iven after
the termination of the noise and included al_l_ items in

Questionnaíre #1 as well- as est.imates of how long t.he

noise lasted (Duration) and how much longer the

part.icipant. coufd have fj-st.ened t.o the noise (Longer) .

A manipulation check in this questionnaire (question

10) asked if the participant saw t.he numbers on t.he

count-down timer display afLer each LriaI. euestions

13-16 on Quest.ionnaire #2 assessed participants,
impressions and suspicions about various aspects of Lhe

experiment.

Procedure

The experiment consisted of five phases:

minute preparation and demonstraLion period;

minute card-positioning task period; (c) a 10

pret.ask quest.ionnaire period; (d) a 10 minut.e

(a) a 1-0

(b) a five

minute

noise
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exposure period; and (e) a 10 minute posttask

questionnaire and debriefíng period. The count-down

timer began counting- down at the start of (b) the card-

posit.ioning task period and stopped immediately when it

reached 00.0, ât which time (e) the post.task

questionnaire and debriefing period beqan; thus, Lhe

count-down timer was on for 25 minutes for each

participanL. The sLopwaLch held by the erperimenter

timed each of t.he f ive phases of the experiment.

Preparation and demonstration. participant.s were

Lested individually in a small, quiet room. Each

participant was greeted and asked to sit in a chair at

a right. angle next to t.he experimenter and directJ_y in

front of the experimental materials which were on a 75

cm x 105 cm x 75 cm tabfe. The tape recorder was on

the table located next to the experimenter but visibl-e

to participants. Part.icipants were toi_d that. the

experiment. consisted of t.wo parts; during the f irst

part. of the experiment t.hey will be asked Lo choose the

posit.ions of 24 cards to be placed by the experimenter

int.o the card-reader; during t.he second part, they will

be listening to an aversive noise for the lengt.h of

t.ime det.ermined by the part.icipant, s success during the

first part of the experiment.. At this time,
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participants received a 10-second demonstration

exposure to t.he aversive noise. participants t.hen

received detailed instructions explaining the

experimenLal apparatus and task. (See Appendix D for
complete instructions. ) participants were totd thaL

they will obtain a success if Lheir blind choice of the
posit.ion of the card resufts in a white area (if indeed

there was one) ending up directly in froni of the

phot.ocell in t.he card-reader. Each success they

obt.ained on a trial- woul_d (a) d.ecrease, by a present

amount, the t.ime they would spend list.ening Lo the

noise and (b) increase their success count by one

digrit . Thus, the participanL's task was to obtai_n as

many successes as possible. (A,11 part.icipants actually
received comparable exposure times to the aversive

stimul-us; durat.ion of noise was hel_d consLant across

part.icipanLs to cont.rol for t.he possible extraneous

effects that. may result from different exposure times

to the aversive stimu]us. ) participanLs under high-
prediction conditions were abl-e to see bot.h the count-

down timer and count-up counter displays throughout [he

experiment; those under low-prediction conditions did
not see t.hese displays. The count-up counter enabled

part.icipants with prediction to know their cumul-at.ive
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reduction on the counter.
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cycling of the counL-

Lo view the act.ual

To ensure that part.icipants had a complete

understanding of the experimental apparatus and task,

participants were able t.o examine (without touching)

all 54 demonstration cards. Three demonstration trials

were then completed using each of the three types of

cards- For each of these trial-s, both the front and

back of the card were shown to the part.icipant, and the

card was turned to Position A. The participant was

asked to tefl the experimenLer whether t.he trial would

be a success (the cycJ-ing speed of the Limer to be

increased) or a failure (the cycling speed of the timer

to remain unchang,ed) . The experimenter then insert.ed

the card into the card-reader Lo confirm or deny the

participant's expecLations. At t.his time, t.he card was

turned to Posit.ion B and the process repeated. The

demonstrat.ion trial-s were continued until_ the

participant states correct. expectations for three

consecuLive cards.

Card-positioninq task. Foltowing the

demonstration trials, the card-positioning task began.

The experimenter rearranged t.he 54 cards int.o the
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appropriate preset order of 24 cards. Appendix E shows

the order of t.he 24 cards used for each g-roup and what

was on the back of each card. For example, for Triaf 1

for the low-success, 0?-control condit.íon there were

two white squares on the back of the card; a white area

or a success results for both position A and position

B. For Trial 2 for the .l-ow success, 25%-control

condition there was one bfack area and one white area

on the back of t.he card; a black area or a fail_ure

resu]ts for Position A and a white area or a success

resuf ts f or Position B. The experimenter t.hen start.ed

both the count-down timer and count-up counter, and

removed the first card from the card box. The

experimenter held it up to t.he participant so that the

message on the front side of the card was visible. The

card was then inserted into the card-reader, in either

Posit.ion A or Position B, as ind.icated by t.he

participant's verbal instructions. If the card area

opposite t.he photocell was whiLe, the result of t.hat

trial was a success ; Lf t.he card area opposit.e the

photocell- was black, the result of the t.rial was a

faifure:

Al-1 part.icipants received control informatj-on on

each triaf (through statemenLs present.ed on Lhe front.
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of each card) leading them to believe t.hat their choice

either made a difference in the out.come they obtained

(controllability) or made no difference in t.he outcome

t.hey obtained (uncont.rotlability) . They also received

pred,iction information on each triaf (through the

count-down t.ímer and count-up counter cover being on or

off ) leading Lhem to believe that t.hey either knew how

much they had reduced the total time they'would spend

l-istening to the noise (predictability) or that they

did not know this amount (unpredict.ability) .

Part.icipants under prediction conditions also received

success information on each trial (througrh the

acceleration of the count-down timer and one-step

increases in the count-up counLer) leading them to

believe that they either had reduced the total time

they woufd spend listening to the noise (success) or

that they had not reduced Lhis durat.ion (failure).

Thus, participants received information on each trial_

leading them to believe t.hat they had conLrollability

and/or predictability over how long they would be

list.ening to the noise and, for participants with
predictability, that t.hey were eiLher successful or

unsuccessful in reducing the amount of time they would

spend listening to the noise.
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AII participants knew before each card posj_tioning

which trials were controllable and which trials were

uncontrollabl-e. rf a trial was controffable the words

"YOUR CHOICE MAKES A DIFFERENCE,' was t.he message on the

front of the card, indicating that the two areas on the

back of the card were different (i.e., t.here is only

one white square). On these trials, participants told

the experimenter if they wanted the card tt ¡e insert.ed

into t.he card-reader in position A or in position B.

Part.ícipanLs were t.ofd t.hat there was no consistenL

relation bet.ween which posit.ion was chosen and which

area (whj-te or black) would be opposite t.he phot.ocelf .

This should have created the impression that. t.hey had

the opport.unity to influence how long they would spend

listening to the noise.

If a trial- was uncontrollabl_e, the words ',YOUR

CHOICE MAKES NO DIFFERENCE', was the messaqe on the

front of the card, indicating that. the Lwo areas on the

back of the card were the same (i.e., there are two

whit.e squares or no white squares). On these trials,
the participant.s also indj_cated which position they

wanted t.he card to be inserted into the card-reader,

but because the two ouLcomes were id,entical_, the
participant's choice of position would have no effect
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on the outcome of t.he trial . This should have created

the impression that they had no opportunitrz to
influence how long t.hey would spend listening. to the

noise. Participants in Lhe O?-control groups had 0 out

of 24 cont.rollab]e trials, and participants in the 252_

conLroÌ groups had 6 out of 24 controll_able trials.
Participants in conditions with predictability

(100U -predictíon) saw t.he result of each iarO

placement. That. is, they wil_] saw (a) whet.her the

count-down timer display accelerated and (b) whether

the count-up counter display increased. Thus,

participants were led to believe that they knew how

long they would spend listening to the noíse. Those

under high-success conditions obtained, more successes

on the trials (at feast 15 or 62.52 of t.he t.rials) than

part.icipants under l-ow-success conditions (at most 9 or
62.52 of the trial-s) . Specifically, Lhose under the

high-success condit.ion were under a l5-75 difference
met.ric and wourd obtain a success on 75% of t.he t.rial-s
if their respondinq was consLanL across t.rials (i.e.,
if the same response/card position is always given).
Thus , rB successes and 6 fail-ures wour-d be obtained if
one g,ave the same response for all triafs. However,

the possible range of success differed. across control
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conditions: (a) a range of 62-52 to 87.52 success for
the 2S?-control condit.ion and (b) l52 success for the

0?-control condition. participant.s under fow-success

condit.ions were under a 25-25 difference metric and

would obtain a success on 252 of t.he trials if the same

response is always qiven. Thus, 6 successes and 18

failures woufd be obt.ained if one gave the same

response for al-1 24 trials. However, the'possible

range of success differed across control conditions:
(a) a range of 12.52 to 37.52 success for the Z5Z-

cont.rol condition and (b) a 252 success for the 252-

control condition.

Participants under high-success condit.ions were

fed to believe that they had obt.ained enough successes

during L]ne 24 trials to end the experiment considerably
early, and thaL they would listen to the noise for much

less than the maximum amounl of time. participant.s

under fow-success condit.ions obtained fewer success

trials than part.icipants in the high-success

conditions. Thus, they v/ere led to bel-i-eve t.hat they

had noL obt.ained enough successes during the 24 trials
to end t.he experiment considerably early, and Lhat. they
]istened to the noise for cl-ose to t.he maximum length
of time. Both high-success and low-success conditions,
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however, actually received identical exposure Limes to
the noise because of the compensation circuit i-n the

count-down timer.

Part.icipants in conditions with unpredictability
(0?-prediction) were not shown the dispJ-ay of either
the count.-down timer or count-up counter and, Lhus, did
not know whet.her a particular trial- was a success or a

failure or how many successes and fail-ures they

obtained across alI triafs. A black cloth covered both

the counter and timer so that these participants were

prevent.ed from viewing t.heir displays. (fn this
conditíon, the counter display was also turned away

from the participant. )

Pretask guest.ionnaire. Following completion of
the 24 card triafs, the part.icipanL was asked to
complete Questionnaire #j_ (see appendix B) . AJ_though

ten minutes was more Lhan sufficient time to complete

the questionnaíre, â1I part.icipants were required to
wait the full ten mi-nutes before proceeding to the next
phase.

Aversive t.ask. After completing euestionnaire
#1, participants were inst.ruct.ed t.o remove their
watches, puL on the earphones, and remain relatively
stilf while t.hey listened, to the prerecorded noise for
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10 minut.es. The experimenter then Lurned on t.he

prerecorded noise. At the end of this 10 minut.es, the

count-down timer reached 00.0 and t.he noise was

consequently shut-off. The participant then removed

the earphones.

PostLask questionnaire. After completion of t.he

aversive task, parti-cipants completed euestionnaire #2

(see Appendix C), and were then debriefed.' (See

Appendix F for debriefing procedure; also, see Appendix

G for a photograph of afl experimental equipment. )

Results

Manipulation Checks

Since the level of control in this sLudy was

manipulated by altering t.he number of t.rials on which

choices made a difference in out.come, a manipul-ation

check was int.roduced by comparing participants,
estimates of how many such trials they had received.
Results of a one-way analysis of variance, F(1, IL9) =

30.90, p < .0001, showed that participants with 252-

control estimated the number of cards leading t.o

different outcomes to be higher (mean = g.I2) than

participanLs with 0?-control (mean = 2.13) .

Since the l-evel of prediction in this st.udy was

manípulated by either showingr (100?-prediction) or not
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showing (0%-prediction) participants whether t.hey

received a t.ime reduct.ion on each tria}, a manipulation

check was introduced by asking part.icj-pants whether or
noL they had been shown the count-down timer disptay
during the card trials. Analysis of part.icipants,

responses showed that all participants correctly

identified whet.her or not they had been shown the

results of their choices . ''

Additional checks i-ndicated that. all participants
accurately understood the experimental procedure (i.e.,
quest.ions 9 and 1-2 on euestionnaire #1 and question 10

on Questionnaire #2).

Experimental- Resuf t.s

A fact.or analysis using four principal factors
extraction with varimax rot.ation was performed using

the SAS FACTOR program (Appendix H) on 23 items from

Questionnaj-re #1- (Appendix B) and from euestionnaire #2

(Appendix C). With .30 as the criterion for inclusion
of a variabl-e within a factor , 20 of the 23 variabl_es

loaded on some factor. The resulting d.ependent

variable packages (factors) were labefled: (1)

Predictability ; (2) Controllabitit.y; (3 ) Helplessness;

and (4) Aversiveness. A fifth package containing the
t.hree "unloaded" variabl_es was l_abell-ed (5)
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Miscel-laneous.

The experimental hypot.heses were Lested at the .05

level through mult.ivaríat.e analysis of variance
(MANOVA) usinq Wilks' Iambda. A separate 3 X 2 X 2

MANovA analyzed the dependenL measures for each of the

five dependent variable packaq,es, with

Prediction/success (0?-prediction, l_002-

predict íon/ success, and 1O0Z-predict íon/ fail-ure) ,

Control- (0?-control, 25?-control), and Sex (male,

femal-e) as the independent variables.

PredictabifiLv analvsis. Results of the MANOVA

for the Predictabili_ty package (Factor j-) showed a

sigrnificant effect for prediction/success, F(18, 200) =

3.05, Þ ( .0001; and for Control, F(9, 100) = 2.40, p =

.01-7; but not for Sex, F(9, 100) = .86, p = .5632; and

not for any of the interactions (each p

(Predictability package means and st.andard deviations

are present.ed in Tables 2 and 3. )

Followup ANOVAs for significant. MANOVA

Predict.ion/success effect.s showed. a difference for the

t.hree levers of prediction for ratings of confidence on

Questionnaire #1, F(2, 1-08) = 15.1-8, Þ ( .0001, and on

Questíonnaire #2, F(2, 108) = 5.98, p =.00034; for
ratings of Expectancy on euestionnaj_re #L,
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Tab1e 2

MaIe Part.icioants

Dependent
Measure

Predict.ion
HighSuccess

0?- 2sZ-
Control Control

LowSuccess
oz- 2sZ-

Control Control

Noprediction

oz- tq9 -
Control- Control

Ouestionnaire #1

Predict

E)q)ect,

Conf]-

Successl

Fail1

4. 63
(1-1e)

4..88
(0.e9)

5. l_3
(1.73)

4.25
(2.Le)

2.OO
(1.4L)

4.75
(t-.73 )

s.3B
(1.41)

3 .89
(2.ss)

2.L3
(L.81)

5-r-3
(0. ee )

5.63
(0.e9)

5.25
(1.04)

5.50
(0.76)

L.75
( 0.46 )

5.13
(1.35)

4.88
(1.96)

4.50
( 1.93 )

2.50
(L.20')

4-63
( l-. s1)

5-38
(1.41)

5.38
(1- 1e )

4.00
(2 -20)

1- -25
(0 - 71)

4. t_3
(2.s3)

6.38
(1. o5)

3 .88
(2.30)

2.38
(1. e3 )

4 -1"3
(o-9e)

3.75
(1.04)

5 -25
(0. 8e )

4.13
(r.. 13 )

3 .38
(1-41)

4.50
(r_.31)

a tç.
(1_.04)

3 .00
(2.00)

3.75
(1.04)

4.00
(L-07)

4.50
(0.93)

4.88
(r-.2s)

4.38
(o -74)

4.50
(1.31)

3.L3
(1.46 )

Ouestíonnaire #2

ReceiwedTR

Conf2

Success2

FaiI2

3 .75
(1.28 )

4-88
( r-.2s )

3-88
(l-.36)

2 -88
(0.s9)

2.75
(1.49)

4.38
(1.93 )

3 .00
(1-.31)

3 .63
(1. s3 )

3 .75
(1.38)

3.75
(1. s8 )

3-63
(1.41)

3 .63
(1. 8s )
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Means (Standard Deviations) for Variables in the Predictability Packaqe for
Female Participants
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Dependent.
Measure

Predict.ion
HighSuccess lrowSuccess

Noprediction

0?- 2sZ- oz- 256 - oz- zsz -
Control Cont.rol Control ControÌ Control Control

Ouestionnaire #l-

Predict

E>q)ect.

Confl

Successl-

Fai11

5 -47
(1-11)

4-B3
(1.40 )

s.50
(1. oo )

4-50
(r_ - s7)

2-58
(r.24)

4.58
(1-BB)

5.58
(1- s6)

4.25
(2.0e)

2 .67
(t . 67',)

4.00
(t -2L)

4-67
(0.e8)

5 -47
( 1.40 )

5.L7
(1.1e)

2 -58
(1.08)

4.00
(t.2]-',

4.33
(1. s6)

4.00
(1.3s)

2.58
(0. e0)

4.L7
(1-s9)

4.50
(l_.68)

5.00
(1.71)

3 -42
(1.88)

3-08
(1.83)

4.08
(2.1s)

5-s0
(L.62)

3 .67
(2 -231

2.83
(1.90)

3-83
(L -27)

4 -25
(1.14)

4.25
(r_.s4)

3 -75
(1.60)

3.92
(1.38)

3 .50
(1-78)

4.00
(1-s4)

3-08
(1- 08 )

4.08
(1-38)

4 -L7
(L.27)

4-33
(1-1s)

4.00
(1- 3s)

4.00
(1.41-)

3-00
(1- 48 )

3 -L7
(1- Bs)

4-08
(1- 93 )

3-00
(1.71)

3 -67
(2 -3L')

4-08
(1-00)

3.83
(o-94)

3.33
(1.07)

3.67
(1.1s)

3 -92
(1.24)

2.42
(1.38)

3.67
(2.06)

2 -L7
(0.94)

4.67
(1. s7)

Ouest.íonnaire #2

Recei-wedTR

Conf2

Success2

Fai12

l¡oté
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F(2, 108) = 3.52, p - .0329¡ for ratings of Success on

Questionnaire #I, F(2,108) = 5.83, p = .0039, and on

QuesLionnaire #2, F(2,108) - 5-40, p = .0058; and for
ratings of Received Time Reduction on euestionnaire #2,

F(2, 108) - 8.43, p = .0004. participants afso showed

a difference for rat.ings of Fairure on euestionnaire
#L, F(2,108) = 8.56, p = .0004, and on euestionnaire
#2, F(2, 108) - 7.2L, p = .001_1. No significant
difference was found for ratings of predict.ion on

Quest.ionnnaire #1 (p

Post hoc pairwise comparisons of significant ANovA

effects using the scheffé test showed that participanLs
with 100?-prediction/success (as compared to those with
0?-prediction) gave higher ratings of Expectancy on

Questionnaire #l_ (mean = 4.95 versus 4.2g,

respectively) ; success on euestionnaire #2 (mean = 4.15

versus 2.88, respectively); and Received Time Reduction

on Questionnaire #Z (mean = 4.55 versus 2.g8,
respectively) ; but gave lower ratings of Fail-ure on

Questionnaire #l- (mean = 2.30 versus 3.50,

respectivefy) ; and on euestionnaire #2 (mean = 2.50

versus 3.95/ respectively) . Additionally, participants
with 100u -predict.ion/ success and those with l_0oz-

prediction/failure (as compared Lo those wit.h 0U _
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predicIion) gave higher rating,s of Confidence on

Questionnaire #1 (means = 5.28 and 4.90 versus 3.68,
respectively) ; and on euestionnaire #2 (means = 5.03
and 5.1-0 versus 3.95, respectively) . part.icipants with
1008-predict.ion/success (as compared Lo t.hose with
1-002-predict. ion/failure and those with 0%-predict.ion)
gave higher ratings of success on euestionnai_re #r
(means = 4 . 85 versus 3 .78 and 3 . 95, resþect.ively) .

Followup ANovAs for significant MANovA contror
ef fect.s showed that. participants wit.h 25?-control (as

compared to those wi-th 0?-cont.rol) gave higher rating-s
of Fail-ure on euestionnaire #1_, F(L, l_08) = 4-1_I, p =

-0452; but gave lower ratings of confidence on

Questionnaire #2, F(1, 108) = IO.48, p = .0016. No

ot.her signíficant. control- differences were found within
the PredictabiliLy package (each p

Results of t.he MANOVA

for the Controllability package (Factor 2) showed a

significant effect for Control, F(4, 105) = 5.g9, Þ (
.0003; but not. for prediction,/success, F (8, 2LO) = .44,
p = .895; or Sex, F(4,105) = 1.31, p = .273; and noL

for any of t.he interactions (each p

(controllabiliLy packag.e means and standard deviations
are presented in Tables 4 and 5. )
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lable 4

4a1e Part.icipants

)ependent
4easure

Predict.ion
Highsuccess Lowsuccess

Noprediction
0?- 252- oz- zsz - 0?- 2sZ -Cont.ro1 Control Cont.rol Control Control Control

)uestionnaire #1

lontroll

tnfluence].

L -75
(1-3e)

2.OO
(1-60)

3-63
(1. s1_)

4.OO
(2-00)

3 .00
(2.2O)

2.7s
(2 -3L',)

2.38
(2-13)

2.38
(2.00)

3_13
(1.1_3)

3 -25
(1.04)

3-r_3
( 1.46)

3-38
(t_- 30)

2 -13
(1.64)

2 -]-3
(1-ss)

2 -25
(l_-sB)

2 -50
(1.60)

3.75
(1-7s)

3-38
(2 -t3,

)uestionnaire #2

lontrol2 1- 38
(0.74)

lnfluence2 2.63
(2-33)

3 .13
(L -46)

3 .13
(1_73)

3.2s
(J, -28)

3 .00
(r-. s1)

ñoLe - MeaD.s are Oú. n=
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Table 5

Means (St,andard Deviat,ions) for Variables in the Controllabilitv pach

Fema1e Participants

77

Dependent
Measure

Prediction
HighSuccess LowSuccess

NopredictÍon

0?- 25"< - 0?- 252 - oz- 25"6 -
Control Control Control Control Control Cont.ro1

Ouestionnaire #1

Control]-

Influencel-

2.33
(1-so)

2.58
(1-83)

4.1"7
(1-r_r_)

4.L7
(1-03)

3 .50
(1.0e)

3 .33
(1.44)

'J-.92
(1.16)

2 -92
(2-1s)

2 -92
(1- 31)

3.33
(1.44)

2.03
(1. 03 )

3.00
(1.21)

2-00
(1- 41)

2.42
(1-s6)

3 -25
(1.48)

3-58
(1 - BB)

t^t
(t_.16)

2 .58
(r_ - 31)

Ouestionnaire #2

Control2

Influence2

2.OB
(1. s0)

2 -OB
(1.s0)

3.08
(2 -43',)

2 -75
Q.34)

2.33
(L -72)

2 -L7
(1.70)

Note- Means are ba on n=12 -
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FoIlowup ANOVAs for significant. MANOVA Cont.rol

effects showed that participants with 25?-control (as

compared to those wi-th 0?-control) g.ave higher ratings
of Control on QuesLionnaire #!, F(1, l_OB) = 23.j0, p <

.0001, and on Questionnaire #2, F(1, 1OB) - 6-49, p =

.0L23; and gave hígher rat.ings of rnfluence on

Questionnaire #L, F(1, 108) = L2.JO, p = .0005, and on

Questionnaire #2, F (1, 1-08) = 4.46, p = ,.0370.

Helpfessness analysis. Results of the MANOVA for
the Helplessness package (Factor 3 ) showed a

significanL ef fect for Control, F(4, j_05) =

.0002; but not for predict.ion/success, F(8,

p = .6045; Sex, F(4, 105) = 2.L2, p = .0833;

6.1-7 , p =

2L0) - .80,

and not
for any of the j_nteractions (each p

(Helplessness packaqe means and st.andard deviations are
presented in Tables 6 and 7. )

Followup ANOVAs for significant MANOVA

Helplessness effects showed, that. participants with 252-

control (as compared to those with 0?-control_) gave

l-ower ratings of Helplessness in cont.roJ-1ing the card

task outcome f or Quest.ionnaire #L, F (l_, 10S ) = 15 . 00, p
= .0002, and for Questionnaire #2, F (1, 108) = 4.1-3, p

= .0446.

Aversiveness anal-vsis Resufts of the MANOVA for
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Mal"e Participants

Dependent
Measure

prediction
HighSuccess Noprediction

LowSuccess
252 -

^o- 
-Control Control- Control_ Control Control ConEroI

Ouestionnaire #1

Ànnoy1 3.50
(2-33)

2 ?O

(1.30)

laq
(2 -os)

2B-00
(34-6s)

a 1a
(1.89)

2-88
(0.ee)

3-63
(1.59)

14 - 50
(1s-09)

? ?o

(1. s1)

(2.2s)

28 -75
(31-14)

1 00
(L.64)

? oo
(1- 36)

10 - 50
(9.83)

Ouestionnaire #2

Annoy2

Longer

3 - 38
(2 - 4s)

27 .38
(3s - 37)

4 - 50
(1.8s)

27 -38
(8.7s)

Note - Means are based on n=g _
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Tabfe 7

Means (Standard Dewiations) for variables in the Àversiweness packaqe for
Female Participants

Prediction
HighSuccess

Noprediction
Dependent
Measure

LowSuccess
0?- 2sZ - oå- ¿)'õ - 252 -

Control Control- Control ControÌ Control Control

Ouesti-onnai-re #1

A:rnoy1

Ouestionnaire ff2

Àlnoy2

Longer

3.08
(1.31)

4-50
(1-s7)

4_08
(0.ee)

4-00
( 1.48 )

6.25
(s.36)

? 22
(a-61)

4 -'75
(1_36)

6-67
(7 -9s)

1'7c:
(1. s4)

q 22
(1-61)

Á ac

(s - 17)

2 qo

(1-38)

4 -L7
(1-40)

6 -25
(s.36)

5 -L'7
(1. e0)

B-OB
(a6 -46)

5 - 33
(1.37)

3 -1-'7
(2.es)

Note. Means are based on n:12-
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the Aversiveness packaqe (Factor 4) showed a

signifj-cant. effect. for Sex, F(3, 106) = 6.93, p =

.0003; but not for Control, F(3, 106) - I.07, p =

-3658; Prediction/success, F(6, 2L2) = !.07, p = .3840;
and not for any of the int.eractions (each p
(Aversiveness package means and standard deviat.ions are
presenLed in Tables B and 9. )

Followup ANOVAs for significant ¡le¡lOVe

,Aversiveness effect.s showed t.hat male participants (as

compared to femafe participants) gave lower rat.ings of
Annoyance on Questionnaire #2, F(1, l-08) = 7.84, p =

-0061-; and estimated that they coufd risten to the
noise Long'er, F(1, 108) = LB.B4, p < .0001. No

significant difference v/as found for Annoyance on

Questionnaire #1 (p

Miscellaneous analrzsis. Results of the MANOVA for
the Miscel-faneous package (unloaded or remaining

variables) showed a significant. effect. for
Prediction/success, F(6, 2I2) = 5.57, p = .0001; but
not for Control, F(3, 106) = .64, p = .5927; Sex, F(3,
106) = 1-.40, p = .2458; and not. for any of Lhe

interacLions (each p

means and standard deviations are present.ed in Tables
10 and 11. )
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Tabl-e B

Means (Standard Dewiations) for Variables in the Helplessness Package for

Male Participants

B2

Dependent
Measure

Predict ion
HighSuccess Lowsuccess

^.- 
_ aço-_ 0?-

Noprediction

oz- 252-
Control Control

aç9 _

Controf ControÌ Control Control

Ouestionnaire #1

HeIpC].

HelpPl

5. BB
(2.23)

3 - B8
(2.30)

4 - 50
(2 -78)

3. s0
(2-00)

3_38
(o -92)

2 tc

(1-28)

4-63
(1.60)

3. BB
(1.13)

5-50
(2.33)

s-00
(2.20\

5.BB
(1- B1)

5.00
(L -77)

Á ao

(1.06)

4.38
(0 _92)

(1.04)

4 -25
(0.8e)

5 -'75
(2 -]-9)

4-50
(2.t4)

5 -75
(1-sB)

4 -25
( 1- 91)

4-63
(r -77 )

a - oJ
(r -77)

4-88
(1.ss)

4 -25
(1.17)

Ouestionnaire #2

He1pC2

HeIpP2

Note- Means are based on n=8.
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Tabfe 9

Means (Standard Deviations) for Variables in the Heh¡lessness Packaqe for

Female Participants

Prediction
HighSuccess

0?- 252-

Noprediction
Dependent
Measure

LowSuccess
0z- aç9 0z-

Control
252 -

ControlControl Control Control Control

ôrraqfinnn:irc fi'l

HelpCl-

HeÌpP1

5 -75
(1- 7r- )

5 -r7
Q -04\

J-O/
(1,-s0)

4-42
(1.31)

5 -25
(1.66)

4-6'7
(1.15)

4 -75
(1.36)

5.17
(o -72\

Ê Éo

(1-88)

5 -]-7
(1-70)

5.33
(a .44)

5 -25
(1.06)

5 -75
(0-e7)

5-33
(0.6s)

Ouestionnaire #2

HelpC2

He1pP2

5 - 58
(1.68)

q42

(1-44)

4 -t7
(1-70)

4-08
(t - s6)

q a(
(2 -l-4)

? o1

(2 -07)

4 -92
(1-08)

5-00
(1.21)

s. 83
(1.s3)

s -25
(1.96)

Note- Means are based on n=12.
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Table 10

Male Particioanrs

Dependent
Measure

prediction
HighSuccess Lowsuccess

oz- 252 - 0?- 252 - u6- zJ6 -Cont.rol Control- Control Control Control Control

Noprediction

OuestÍonnaire #1

ÀccTotal

AccControl

3_13
(6 -94)

4.50
(8.33)

5_50
(2 -o7)

-1_75
(10 - s1)

4-38
(6 .44)

-4.00
(s - 3s)

0 -75
(2 -a2)

-5.63
(s-68)

-0.13
(1. B1)

n ,q
(s.ee)

2 _38
(4.60)

6-63
(2.72)

0 _ 50
(4 -2L)

1. 63
(a -92)

Ouestionnaire #2

Duration 6-13
(2 - 64)

9.00
(10-60)

6 .63
(2 .39 )

6 _25
(3 - 37)

Note - Means are based on n=¿-
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Table l-l-

Means (Standard Deviations) for Variables in the Miscellaneous packaSq lpE
Female Participants

Prediction
HighSuccess

Noprediction
Dependent
Measure

I¡owSuccess
oz- 2sZ- 0?- 2sz -

Control Control Control Controt
0z-

Control Control

Ouestionnaire lfl

AccTotal

ÀccControl

1. 58
(3.6s)

6-00
(8.86)

6.00
(1 - 91)

-0 -2s
(3.49)

¿ qa

(6.49)

-5-s0
(3.7s)

1_ -75
(2 - 63)

6.08
(2 _02)

-s.00
(s.2e)

1.58
(s.3s)

-4-42
(3.e6)

0-83
(2.8e)

-4-42
(3.70)

0-50
(2 - 6L)

6.33
(2 .89 )

Ouestionnaire #2

Duration c tc

(2 .67)
7.25

(3 . ss)
5.33

(2 -71)

Note. Means are based on n=l-2 -
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Followup ANOVAs for sígnificant. MANOVA

Miscellaneous effects showed a difference across the

three Ievefs of Predíct.ion,/success for Accuracy in
Estimating t.he Number of Total Trials, F(2, 108) =

L2.03, p = .0001; and for Accuracy in Estimating the

Number of Controlfable Trial_s, F(2, 108) = 7.t5, p =

-0012. No significant difference was found for
Est.imating the Duration of Noise Exposure'1p

Post. hoc pairwise comparisons of significant ANOVA

effects usinq the scheffé t.est showed that participant.s

with 1-00?-predict.ion/success (as compared to those with
100?-prediction/ failure and those with 0?-prediction)
gave more accurate est.imat.es of the Number of Total
Trials (means = 0.68 versus -5.08 and -2 -50,

respect.ivej-y) ; and Number of Controllabl_e Trials (means

= 4.95 versus 1.13 and 1.20, respectivel_y) .

Discussion

rn accordance wit.h the reconceptualization of
control and prediction (Nickels, 1980; 1_9gI), the
present study separated the effects of these t.wo

variables by including a predict.ionless control_

condition. The presenL study also: eliminated
physical cont.act with any outcome-refated object;
different.iated cont.roj_ling responses in terms of
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choices that make a difference in outcomes (control)

and choices t.hat make no difference in outcomes (no-

control); and examined whether participants could
recognize a smalf difference in controf (specifically,

the difference between 0z-control and 25%-control). rt
lvas expected that predict.ion woul-d increase part.icipant

ratinqs of predicti-on and confidence (Hypothesis #r),
and that control- would increase participant ratingrs of
control- and influence (Hypot.hesis #2) .

Hypothesis #2 was supported, but Hypothesis #l- was

only partially supported, wit.h prediction significantJ-y
increasing participant ratings of confidence but not.

ratings of prediction. The expectation that there
would be no interaction between t.he independent.

variables of prediction and control was also confirmed.
Alt.hough it was expect.ed that prediction and cont.rol
would decrease participant. ratings of aversiveness
(Hypot.hesis #3 ) , t.he dat.a faif ed to support t.his
hypot.hesis. Hypothesized as well as non-hypot.hesized

findings wirl be d,iscussed in terms of the separate

dependent variable packages used in the present study.
Predictabil_itr¿ packaqe

Predict.ion/success condition. fmpact Theory

predicts that. participants with higher levels of
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predict.ion over t.he amount of t.ime they spend listening
to noise t.han other participant.s will give higher
rat.ingis of predict.ion, regardless of controllabitity.
specifically, it was hypothesized under Hypothesis #1

that participanLs under i-002-predict.ion conditions (24

predictable trials ) will give higher ratings of
prediction and. confidence than those under 0Z-

prediction conditions (0 predictable triais). The

resul-ts partially supported this hypothesis. ft was

observed that providing participants with 1002-

prediction increases their ratings of confidence

regarding the amount. of time they spent list.ening to
the aversive noise (on both euest.ionnai-re #1, and #2),

regardless of whether they have cont.rol or no-contror
cues. This finding is consistent. with previous results
(Nickels et âf. , ]-992 ) and supports the idea that.

participant.s abre t.o view the count-down timer obtained
predictability which increased their confidence that
they knew how long they woufd be listening to t.he

noise.

However, the predictabiliby manipulation had no

effect on ratings of prediction. while Lhe possibílity
t.hat. rmpact rheory is incorrect must be acknowledged,

int.uitivety, one would expect. that participanLs wit.h
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prediction would have increased ratings of prediction.
Although some studies (Burger & Arkin, 1,980;

GutLormson, L9B4) have observed an íncrease in
prediction ratings for participants wi-th prediction,
failure to find a significanL effect for predict.ion
ratings is noL inconsistent. with previous findings
(Echols, 1-983). one possible explanation was suqgested

by Echols (1983). specifically, failure Lo observe an

effect of the prediction manipufation on ratinqs of
predictability may be due Lo difficul-ties with the
wording of the dependent measure. The predict.ion
measure on Questionnaire #r reads: ,,your goal_ has been

to get the great.est. possible reduction in the amount of
Lime you must spend l-istening to t.he noise. How much

of t.his possible reduct.ion do you predict you will
get?" ParLicipants v/ere then asked to raLe t.he

predicted amount. of reduction on a 7-point scale.
Although this measure was desigrned t.o assess prediction
(regardless of success of fail_ure), it may have

actually been assessing anticipated success. A more

promising measure of prediction perceived by

participants might have read: "How well do you feer
you are able to predict t.he amount of time you will
spend listening to the noise? " This question may be
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refatively outcome-free.

To assess the effect. of success on responding,

data were analyzed according to high and low success.

Participants with 14 or more successes were included in
t.he predictive success condit.ion and those with 10 or
fewer successes were included in the predictive faifure
condition. The findings indicate that. participants in
the predictive success condition felt. a rrighìer levef of
success than those ín the predictive fairure condi_tion,

but only on Questionnaj_re #1 (before the noise exposure

period) . Participants und.er predictive success and

predictive failure did not differ in their rat.ing-s of
success on Questionnaire #2 or on ratings of fairure
(or on any other variable) on either questionnaire.
This similarity in ratings may have been due to success

participants ant.icipating a rat.her short t.ime period
(high success) on euest.ionnaire #1 (before the noise
exposure period), but feeling disappointed. at. the
discrepancy between t.heir anLicipated high success and

t.he actual- 10 minutes they did spend listening to t.he

noise. (Ten minutes was probably much longer than they
had expected to list.en to t.he noise. ) As a result,
t.hese participanLs might. have rated themselves as less
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successful- on euest.ionnaire #2 (after t.he noise
exposure period), thus removing the differences between

Lhe success and failure conditions observed on

Questionnaire #1. since success and failure cond,itions
díd not differentiate ratings of faifure on either
questi-onnaire, parLicipants evidently saw themselves as

becoming less of a success but not more of a failure.
To assess the effect of prediction on ..=ponding,,

data were analyzed according to predictive
success/failure on the one hand and unprediction on t.he

other. Part.icipants with i-002-prediction/success (as

compared to t.hose wit.h 0%-prediction) rated themsel-ves

as being more successful at t.he task (on euestionnaire
#1) and had lower estimat.es of failure on both

Quest.ionnaires. They also expected to receive more of
a t.ime reduction before the noise and felt t.hey had

received more of a t.ime reducti-on afLer the noise t.han

participanLs with 0%-predicti-on. However, as discussed
previously, predict.ive success and predictive failure
did not show differential- effects. This finding is
surprisi-ng considering Lhat participants in bot.h these
conditi-ons were g'iven clear information regarding their
number of successes by the display of the count-up
count.er- one expranation for this resul_t might be t.hat
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only the number of successes was shown to part.icipants;
number of failures was noL visible t.o participants.
This may have led parLicipants to be more oriented
towards their successes on the task; thus, even

participants who had a small number of successes fel-t
somewhat successful in regards to their performance

result.ing, in underestimations of failure.
control condition. T\n¡o sigrnif icant 'ef f ects were

observed for the control- manipulation. specifical-J-y,
participants with 25?-control (as compared to those

with 0%-cont.rol) reported higher estimates of failure
on Quest.ionnaire #1 and lower est.imat.es of confidence

regarding their time period on euestionnaire #2. A

possible explanat.ion for t.hese findings may relat.e to
increased feel-ings of responsibiriLy experienced by

those with 252-cont-rol. previous research indicates
that- having control increases partícipants, ratings of
responsibility (Echols, 1983 ) and credit or bl_ame

(Nickel-s et âl . , 1992 ) regarding the outcome. Although

ratings of responsibility were not assessed in Lhe

present study/ one might specurate that participants
with 25%-cont.rol (as compared to those with 0?-control)
may have had increased feelings of responsibiliLy for
their success or failure. However, since all
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participants exercised control before they knew which

choice woul-d bring them a success, they could not

enhance their control with this informati_on. As a
resulL, participanLs who conLrolfed t.hei_r success may

have justifj-ab1y fel_t more responsibility for the

ouLcome, but afso felt less hopeful that t.hey wouÌd be

successful because they did not have the necessary

information Lo assist them in using their'control
ef fectively. Thus, Lhese part.icipant.s may have

minimized their success and given inflated rat.ings of
failure on Questionnaire #j-. In comparison,

partícipanLs with 0%-control may have viewed t.he card
positionings as a chance task and anticipated that. they

would be successful about. half the time.

This explanat.ion might afso account for the fact
that part.icipants with 253-control_ (as compared Lo

those with 0?-cont.rol-) g.ave l-ower confidence rating.s on

Quest.ionnaire #2. Followinq exposure t.o the noise,
these part.icipants might have fel-t. l-ess confident. about

their estimat.es regarding t.heir time period because

t.heir early expectations of failure were not. realized-
Although these participanLs may have been quite sure of
their anticipated failure on euestionnaire #!, the i-0

minute exposure to the noise may have seemed. shorter in
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comparison to their ant.icipated length of exposure as

indicated on t.he first questionnaire; and as a resul-t.
they were less certain about the deqree Lo which they
had succeeded and/or failed.

rt should be noted that no interact.ion bet.ween t.he

variables of Predict:-on/success anð./or Control and/or
sex was observed. This may suggest that cont.rol and

prediction function independently and thaL measures of
contror do not require the concept. of success as in the
difference metric (i.e., Afloy & Abramson, IgTg) -

Therefore, measures of control such as t.he make-a-

difference metric (which excludes the variable of
success) may be more useful_ as a measure of pure

control.

Sex condition. No sigrnificant. effects were

observed for the sex manipulation in the predictability
package suggesting that gender was unrelaLed to t.he

predictj-on and predict.ion-relaLed measures .

Controllabilitv packaqe

controf condition. rmpact rheory predicts t.hat
participants wit.h higher control over the amount of
t.ime they spend l-istening Lo noise than other
participants will give higher ratings of control,
regardless of predictability. Specifically, it. was
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hypothesized under Hypothesis #2 t.hat. participants
under 25?-control conditions (6 controlrable triars)
wilr give higher rating,s of contro] and influence than
participants under 0%-cont.rol conditions (0

controllable triats). The resufts confirm this
hypothesis and show that providing participants with
2S?-control (whet.her they received predict.ion or no-

prediction cues) increases their estimatei of the

amount of control and influence they have over the

amount of time t.hey spent listening- Lo the aversi_ve

noi-se (on both Questionnaire #1 and #2) . Thus,

participant.s who made blind choices that made a

difference perceived more cont.rol and influence over

the outcome. This supports the findings of other
studies which suggest that people recognize

predictionless control- to be gienuine control and will
thus give it. higher estimat.es of control (Guttormson,

L984; Nickels et. â1. , Ig92 ) and control-related,
measures (Echols, 1983; GutLormson, L9B4; Nickel_s eL

êf., L992 ) than t.hose without predictionless control.
These findings also demonsLrate that participants

can recognize a small difference in l-evers of control -

fn this study, only 6 of the 24 trials were

conLroll-able for participants under contro] conditions.
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Despite this small number of cont.rol_fable trials,
however, participants with control qave higher
estimat.es of control and influence than t.hose with 0

controllable trials. This suggests that people

recognize even small differences in controrlability.
While the traditional view (Langer, Lg75) would

at.t.ack previous research by saying t.hat any increase in
control ratings may be due to the introduction of cues

normally associated with af fecting an out.come (e.g.,
the exercise of choice), such an argumenL cannot

explain t.he results of the present. study in which bot.h

cont.rofl-ing and uncontrolling participants made choices

between arternatives. According to Langer (r975) , al1
participants should demonstrate elevated and comparabfe

est.imates of control if this were an inst.ance of
illusory control- because arr- participanLs made choices.
However, since those whose choices made a difference in
t.he received outcome (as compared to those whose

choices made no difference) demonstrat.ed a

significantry hig'her increase in ratings of control and

influence, it appears that making a choice is not

sufficient to bring about a sense of contror. rnstead,
it. is a choice that makes a difference in t.he received
outcome t.hat is sufficient to bring about a sense of
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control -

The observed dífferences in control and influence
ratings for participants with 0å-control and 25?-

controf arso suggest that although physical involvement

in a chance-determined situation may be sufficient to
produce an illusíon of control (Langer, Ig75) , such

cont.act is not necessary to provide people with a sense

of conLrol. rn the present study physicaî contact with
an outcome-related object was not afl_owed for any

partj-cipant; and yet., control ef fect.s were found.

Prediction/success and sex conditions. No

significant effects were observed for the prediction or
sex manipurations in the Controllabil-íty package. The

absence of Prediction effects on the controlrabi_lity
packaqe variables is consistent. with the

reconceptuafizat.ion and with previous research (i.e.,
Nickels et â1., 1992) which indicates that control and

prediction are ref at.ed to dif f erent variabl_es.

Helpfessness packaqe

Although not. specifically hypothesized, the

effect.s of t.he prediction/success, Control, and Sex on

participants' raLings of helplessness were assessed.

Control condit.ion. Analyses reveal_ed that
participants with higher 1evels of control (as compared
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t.o those wj_th l-ower levels of cont.rol) felL less
helpless in regards to controlling the card task.
specifically, participant.s under 25%-control conditions
gave l-ower ratings of helplessness in controlling the

card task than part.icipant.s under 0%-control- conditions
(on Questionnaire #1 and #2). Thi-s finding replicates
earl-ier f indings (Nickels et â1. , Igg2, Study 2) and is
consistent with the learned helplessness model

(seliqman, L975) , which woufd predict. that part.icipants
with 0?-control (exposed to uncontroflable outcomes)

would experience feerings of helplessness and, thus,
give increased helplessness ratings as compared to
t.hose with 25?-control-.

Thi-s finding afso suggests that. predictionr-ess

conLrol is recognized by part.icipants to be genuine

controf and is effect.ive in reducing feelings of
herplessness resurting, from uncontrollabili_ty. These

findings further demonst.rate that even a smal_l_ amount

of control- can reduce t.he debil_itating effects of
uncontrol since only 6 of t.he 24 trials were

controll_able. It. should also be noted that.

helplessness in predicting noise reduction failed to be

affected by control. These findings furt.her support
prevj-ous fj-ndings that control and predict.ion
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differentíally affect. different variabfes (e.g.,

Nickels et âf. , L9g2) .

Predict.ion/success and sex conditions. No

significant effects were observed for the pred,iction

and Sex condj-t.ions in the Helplessness packag,e.

The absence of significant prediction effects on

ratings of helplessness in both predictingr and

controlling the task outcome is consisteni with the
l-earned helplessness model (Seligman, I975) which

supposedly specifies controf and not prediction as the
necessary variable in reducing feel-ings of
helplessness. This finding is also consistent. with the
reconceptualízation which suqgests t.hat conLrol and

predict.ion are related to different. variables.

Aversiveness Package

Control and prediction/success condit.ions. Given

that control- and prediction have been shown to decrease

the aversiveness of a noxious sLimulus (Milrer, L979;

wortman , L9'7 6) , it f oll-ows thaL participanLs with both
higher predict.ion and higher control_ (as compared Lo

those with l-ower levef s of bot.h prediction and control )

will give lower ratings of aversiveness regarding the
noise (as long as duration of noise is herd constant) .

Therefore, alt.houqh not. specifically addressed by
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rmpact rheory, Hypothesis #3 staLed t.hat participants
in t.he 253-contror/100u-prediction condition would, give
fower aversiveness ratings reqarding the noise than

those in any of the other conditions. rt was observed.,

however, that neither t.he prediction nor Control
manipulation was associated with how aversive
participants found the noise or how much lonqer they
thought t.hey could listen to t.he noise. Áttfrough,

previous research (Gfass et â1. , I973 ) indicates that
both perceived conLrol and perceived prediction are

important factors in reducing percept.ions of
aversiveness noise, failure to observe lower
percept.ions of aversiveness for part.icj_pant.s with
controf and/or prediction is consistent with the
findings of previous studies (Echors, i-983¡ Nickers et.

â1 . , 1992) - In both t.hese studi_es (Nickels et al. ,

1992, Study L) , it was suggested that these findings
may be due to the l-ow level of stimulus aversiveness

relative to other studies.

fn consideration of this expranation, the present

study used what was considered. to be a more aversive
stimulus to test. t.his possibility in t.hat various
annoying sounds v¿ere presented in an unpredictable
order. Thus, aversiveness was defined in terms of bot.h
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the intensity and quality of the sound stimulus.
Despite this attempt to increase stimul-us aversiveness,
it is possible that. this stimulus was also not.

sufficiently aversive to produce the effect. The noise
lever used in this st.udy appeared to be somewhat less
intense than that used j_n a previous study which

observed the effect (Glass et. âl - , Ig73) . perhaps

predictability and controflabil-ity beco*.'1.==
important in reducing the debilitating effect.s of a

stressor when t.he stressor is t.oo mild. An alternative
expranation is [hat prediction and cont.rol have little
or no ef f ect on part.icipant.s, ratings of stimulus
aversiveness.

sex condi-t.ion. sex was significantry related to
two of the dependent. variables in the Aversiveness

package- specifically, it was observed that. femares

rated the noise as being more annoyinq than males (witrl
means of 4.19 and 3.90, respect.ively) , but onì_y for
Quest.ionnaire #2. Consistent with t.his f inding, males

est.imated the lengt.h of time they coufd have spent.

listening to the noise t.o be longer as compared. Lo

female participants (witrr a mean of l_9.65 for males and

a mean of 5.85 for femal_es). These findings support.

the results of a previous study (Echols, Lgg3) , which
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reported that' males experienced great.er endurance

aversive stimul-us Lhan f emales. Alt.hough at. f irst
g'1ance, these findings seem to reflect cultural

stereotypes of the "macho" male at.titude/presentat

Lwo ot.her explanations may be forwarded for thj-s

finding. Previous noise annoyance research shows

women are more annoyed by noise t.han men and that.

"uncomfortable l-oudness l-evel,, is lower for women

it is for men (Thomas & Jones, 1981).

ion,

that

Ihe

than

r02

of an

Although the findings of t.he present study support

t.hese previous findings and suggest. that. mal_es found,

the noise far less aversive than female part.icipants, a

second explanation may be forwarded for these

observations - Specif ically, t.hese results may also
indi-cate a response bias for males or females, with
males either minimizing or underreporLing their level
of discomfort resulting from exposure ot the noise or
females exaggerating or overreport.ing their level- of
discomf ort result.ing f rom exposure t.o the noise.
Previous research indicat.es that. females are more

rikely Lo engage in self-discl-osure than mafes (stokes,

Childs, & Fuehrer, 19Bj_) . Thus, it fol-lows that the
observed efevat.ion in aversiveness ratings for femafes

could be due to a discrepancy in sel_f-disclosure
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between mafe and female participant.s.

rt should be noted thaL no significant differences
were observed for ratings of annoyance on euestionnaire
#L - This may be due to Lhe fact that participanLs had

received only a brief exposure to the noise at the ti-me

Lhese rat.ing,s were obtained, resulLing in a relatively
mifd aversive stimulus. perhaps it is only after a

longer exposure to the noise t.hat stimul-us' aversiveness

was sufficientty increased to produce the observed

differences for males and females.

Miscel-laneous package

Although not specifically hypothesized, Lhe

effects of Predictíon/success, Control, and Sex on

additional dependent. variables were assessed. The

dependent variables inctuded in this package represenL

the remnants of t.hose measures not already included in
the four factors isotated by facLor analysis.

grediction/success condition . Two accuracy

measures were included in the Miscerlaneous package.

These measures indicat.e t.he extent. to which participanL
rat.ings are above or below the number of (a) total
trial-s and (b) conLrol_ trials act.ually present.ed.

Analysis of the miscellaneous variabl-es shows that
part.icipants with 100U-pred,ict.ion/success (as compared
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to those with 100?-prediction/failure and 0Z-

prediction) gave est.imates that more closely
approximated the actual number of totaf trials (means =

0.68 versus -5.08 and -2.50, respectivefy) . Atthough

the former participants appear to be rather accurat.e i_n

their est.imates, participant.s in the fatter two

conditions tended to underestimate the number of toLaf
trials. Differences between these estimaies may be due

to the mag-nitude of t.he number shown on the count.-up

counter display. Each participant in the 100?-

predictíon/success conditions saw a number on the
counter that was relatively close to the aclual number

of triaj-s (i.e., 24) ; thus, when est.imating the number

of t.otaf trials, each part.icipant. had only to add a
smalf number (representing faii-ure trials) to the
number on the count.er in order to be accurate. Each

participant. in the l-002-predictíon/faifure conditions
however, was shown a relat.ively sma11 number on the
count-up count.er display. Thus, each of these
participanLs would have had t.o add, a larg-er number of
t.rials to the number shown on the count.-up counter
display in order to be accurate. Similarly, each

part.icipant in the 0?-predict.ion condition did not
receive any predictive cues regarding success and as a
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resuft, each would have had Lo add an even larg,er
number to that shown on t.he display (0 ) in order to be

accurate.

Analyses also revealed that participants with
1002-predict íon/ failure and those with 0%-prediction
(as compared to those with 1002-pred,ictíon/success)

gave estimates that more ctosely approximated the
actuaÌ number of control t.rials (

:

means = 1 .13 and L.20 ,

versus 4.95) . Alt.hough the former participanLs appear

to be more accurate in their esLimates, participants in
all conditions tended Loward overestímating the number

of controlrable trials. The greater overestimations of
control observed for those in Lhe 1002-

prediction/success conditi-on is consistent with
previous research (Simon & Feather, Lgl3; Sweeney,

Moreland, & Gruber, LgB2) investigating how

att.ributional patterns are relat.ed t.o performance

ouLcomes. Specifical1y, it was shown that. when

participants are successful on a task, they attribut.e
t.heir good perf ormance to internal_ f actors (i . e. ,

effort and abilj_ty) rather than external facLors (i.e.,
luck or task dif f icul_ty) . In accordance wj_th t.hese

f indings, participants in t.he present. study who were

giiven predictive success information might have
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attribut.ed t.his success to such internal fact.ors and

t.hus/ overestimated their degree of control (as

indicated by their higher estimates of the number of
controllable trials ) .

since the accuracy measure for controrlable triars
is based on estimates of how many t.rials were

controlled, it can be considered t.o be a measure of
control that is different from the previously discussed

ratings of control-. Thus, the tendency of participants

to overestimate Lhe number of cont.rollable trials
indicates the tendency of successful participants to
greatly overest.imaLe t.heir degree of contror. This is
consistenb with previous findings which showed that
participants with 0?-control (Cramer, L992) and 252_

control (Gutt.ormson, 1984) overest.imated the amount of
control they had over an ouLcome.

while t.raditionalists may arque that this finding
represenLs illusory controf brought. about. by misleading
cues of conLroll_ability (making choices), it should be

not.ed that participants in t.he present. st.udy were not
misled regarding their degree of control. Since

control was defined in t.erms of choices that make a

difference, alr participant.s were giiven accurate cues

as to their degree of control. According to rmpact.
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Theory (Nickels, 1980; t.99I), it is precisely an

overestimation of control in sit.uati-ons where accurate
control cues are provided that should be referred to as

"iflusory control .,, In a recent arLicle, Langer &

Brown (1992) suggest that it. may be more correct to
consider that in al1 cases participants, estimates of
cont.rol are legitimate, so illusory control may not. be

a useful concept. While still acknowledgiigr the
importance of the actors, perspecLive, Impact Theory

suqgests Lhat the concept of ilrusory control may be

useful, particularly when there is an overest.imation of
cont.rol in the presence of accurate cues of
controffability.

The Prediction manipulation did not. have a
significant. effect on participant.s, esLimates of
duration of noise exposure suggesting that prediction
is unrelaLed to this measure.

Control and Sex conditions. No significant.
effects were observed for the Cont.rol_ or Sex

manipulat.ions in t.he Miscellaneous packaqe suggest.ing

t.hat both 1evel of control and gender are unrel_ated to
t.he Miscell-aneous variabf es. The absence of control_

effects is consistent wit.h the reconceptualizat.ion and

wíth previous research (i.e., Nickels et af., Ig92)
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which indicates that contror and prediction are related
Lo different variables.
Implications for Future Research

Methodoloqical rmplications . Contrary to the

traditionaf view which has confounded prediction and

control and quest.ioned whether predictionless control
is possibl-e (Mi1ler, IgBL; Seligman, Lg75) , the results
of the present sLudy lend additional creaitri:_ity to t.he

reconceptualization. Specifically, findings suqgest

that people not only recognize predictionress controf
cues t.o be g'enuine control but. extend this recognition
to t.he control-associated concept of influence.
simifar to previous findings (Echols, rg83; Guttormson,

L9B4; Nickels et âf., 1992) , no interactions beLween

t.he variables of control- and prediction \^/ere found.

The finding that control and prediction affect
different variables and t.he failure to observe an

interaction between conLrol and prediction support.s the
idea that. these variabl_es operaLe differentially.

In addit.ion t.o supporting previous findings,
however, the present sLudy al_so demonstrates that
people do not require physicar contact with outcome-

related objects in order t.o perceive controrlabilíty.
fnstead, choices that make a difference seem t.o be
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sufficient to produce a sense of control. rL was also
shown that even a small- degiree of conLrol can increase
people's perceptions of controlfabilit.y.

Aì-though the present study provides addiLional
insights into the concepts of control and predict.ion,
fuLure research might do welf to consider some

al-terat.ions i-n measures and methodolog"y. specif ically,
refinement of the pred,iction measure "..*" necessary.

As in previous research (Echol_s, IgB3), the present

investigation failed t.o find an effect of
predict.ability on the prediction measure. Careful
wordingr of t.his measure t.o ef iminate it., s possible
confounding wi-th success and ot.her variables may help
to clarify the predictabil_it.y concept.

As in previous research (Nickel_s et â1 . , IggZ) ,

the cont.rol and prediction manipulat.ion had no effect.
on the aversiveness measures. Although it was

ant.icipat.ed that t.he effect might be observed if a

hi-qrhly aversive stimulus were used, this solut.ion is
questionabl-e given t.he obvious ethical concerns t.hat

all- researchers must consider. One possible

al-t.ernat.ive might be Lo evaluate control_ and prediction
effects in situations where participanLs are those who

are g-oingr to be exposed to aversive stimul-i that
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represenL a serious real-life event. For example,

chemotherapy t.reatments are consj_dered t.o be hj_ghly

aversive to cancer patients. Devising methods that
increase pat.ients' control and/or predictability of

these Lreatment.s might. al-low researchers to investigat.e

the effects of these variables on such a highly
aversi-ve stimu]us. Such methods would also further the

differentiation between illusory and actuâl controf.
Additionally, the effects of predì-ction and control on

positJ-ve outcomes are worthy of investigation.
Simifar t.o previous studies (e.g., Nickels et al.,

1-992), the present j-nvestigation used self-report
measures to assess the effect.s of t.he cont.rol and

prediction manipulat.ions. Although the ef f ect.s of
control- and prediction on a behavioural measure have

been assessed previously (Nickels et âf. , 1992, Study

I) , future research coul-d investigate the relationship
beLween t.hese variables and other measures aside from

rat.ings (í.e., behavioural measures such as performance

on a Lask) . Such investigat.ions could increase our

undersLanding of how contror and pred.ict.ion affect. our

act.ions and provide insight.s int.o practical
applications of this knowledge.

Conducting research in field settinqs versus t.he
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traditional experimental sett.ing is another possibility
for future investigations. Research investigat.ing the

effects of different. levels of cont.rol and prediction
in various self*improvement programs, diet programs,

and other resources designed t.o assist individuats
assume more cont.rol_ in their fj_ves woufd be worthy of
future research.

Theoretical- implications. The resultL of the
present invest.igation serve to corroborate some of the

basic ideas put forward by ImpacL Theory.

Specifically, ImpacL Theory hotds that prediction and

control can be defined separately wit.hout recourse to
t.he other concept. The finding that prediction and

conLrof (independent of each other) affect different.
variables supports t.his perspective. Also, in contrast
to traditional theory which says that. any choice or
invol-vement. wil-l typically lead to high conLror ratings
(illusion of cont.rol), Impact Theory says that. when

choice or invoi-vement. is held consLant, only choices

t.hat. make a difference will yield high ratings of
cont.rol. This idea put forward by Impact Theory is
support.ed by the results of t.he present study since al_l

participanLs were allowed to make choices but. only
those that were given choices that made a
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dif f erence in outcomes had high cont.rol rat.ings.

fL appears that. ot.her researchers previously
associated with traditional t.heory are beginning to
approach the st.udy of prediction and control from the
view of fmpact Theory. In a recent article, for
example, Lang.er and Brown (I992) reassess the validity
of current. theories of conLroi_. Specifically, the
distinct.ion between objective and perceived control is
examined. Previous research has considered and defined
contror largely from Lhe experimenter,s perspecti_ve.

However, Langer and Brown (1992) suggest that it may be

more legitimate to consider the acLor,s perspecLive

when defining cont.rol-. "rf we recognize that choice
and prediction are l-egitimately i-ndependent., we may

begin exploring the imptications of this i-nd,ependence

from the act.or's perspective" (Langer & Brown, rgg2, p.
273).

The present study, Logether with previous

invest.igatíons conduct.ed in accordance with rmpacL

Theory (Echoi_s, 1983; Cramer, L992; Guttormson, 1_9g4¡

Nickels et âf . , 1,992) , not only support.s t.he idea that
choice (control_) and prediction are legitimately
independent., but also explores the effect.s of these
variables from the actor's perspective. Al-though all
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participants in the present study received t.he same

noise exposure period and, thus, did, not have "actual"
control over the received outcome, control was defined
according to the inf ormat ion provid,ed to the

participants (i.e., 0 versus 6 i,cont.roIlable,, trials)
The present. investigat.ion serves to provide some

insights reg'arding t.he implicat.ions of t.he independence

of control and prediction. Many ot.Lrer questions remain

to be answered and stil-1 others arise. specificafly,
if control is defined from the acLor's perspective, how

should ilj-usory control- be defined? Should the

distinction between actual and perceived controf be

el-iminated? Impact Theory provj_des a promising

alt.ernative to the traditional view of cont.rol- from

which to conduct future invest.igat.i_ons.
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Front of Cards

Card (a) and (c) :

Back of Cards

Card (a) :

Appendix A

Card (b) :
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Card (c) :
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Appendix B

Ouestionnaire #1

Please answer al1 questions befow:

1. Your goal has been to get the greatest possible
reduction in the amounL of t.ime you must spendlistening t.o the aversive noise- How much of thispossible reduction do you predict you wil-l gret? (Circfe
t.he most appropriate number. )

3. Your goal has been to geL the greatest possible
reduction in the amounL of time you must spendlistening t.o the noise. How much of this þossibtereduction have you controlled? (Circle t.he most.
appropriate number. )

mt_nImum
amount

2. How confident
of reducLion you
(Circle the most

not aL al-l 1
confident

minimum
amount

no
SUCCCS S

maximum
amount

are you that. you will get the extent
indicated in the previous question?
appropriate number. )

.6-..7 tot.ally
confident

maxamum
amount

1a tot.al
SUCCCSS

4.

4. Your goal has been t.o get t.he greatest possible
reduct.ion in the amount of t.ime you must sþendlistening to the noise. To what extent do you consider
t.hat you succeeded? (Circle t.he most. appropiiate
number. )

(Pl-ease go to next pagre. )



5. Your qoal has
reduct.ion in Lhe
listening to the
that you faifed?
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the great.est possible
ime you must spend
what extent do you consider
most appropriate number. )

been Lo get
amount of t
noise. To
(Circle the

6 - Your goal has been to get the greaLesL possibfe
reduction in the amount. of time you musl spendlistening to the t.he noise. How much of tnis possible
reduction have you influenced? (Circfe the mosLappropriate number. )

no
f ail-ure

minimum
amount

ml_namum
amount

B. How annoying
demonstration?

not annoying
-11clL .ll I

tot.al
faifure

maxímum
amount

maxr-mum
amounL

6-..7 extremely
annoying

.6

7 - Your goal has been to get the greaLesL possible
reductj-on in the amount of time you must spend
listening Lo the noise. How much of this possible
reduction do you expect to get? (Circle thè most
appropriat.e number. )

did you find the noise during t.he(Circle t.he most appropriate number. )

9. According to the instructions, what is it thatreduces the amount of t:þre you must spend listening t.othe noise?

(Please go Lo next page.)
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there were?
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trials (card-positionings) do you think(Give the exact number. )

II- On how many trial_s (card-positionings) did your
positioning of the card $ake a differenõe in whètheryou did or did not reducffist spend
listening to the noise? (Give the exact number.)

12- On how many t.riafs (card-positionings) was the cardposit.ioned and inserted into the Card-Reader as vou had
indicated? (Give the exact number. )

13 - How herpless do you feef about the extent to whichyou have "controlled" t.he amount of t.ime you must spendlistening to the noise? (Ci_rcle the most. appropriale
number. )

I. AEno
helplessness

1-4. How hel-pless
you can "predict.',
listening to the
number. )

no
helplessness

do you feef about the extent. to which
t.he amount of time you must spend

noise? (Círcl_e the most appropriate

tot.al
helplessness

total
helplessness
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Ouestionnaire #2

Pl-ease answer all questions below.

1 - Your goal has been to qet Lhe greatest possible
reduct.ion in the amounL of time you must spendlistening to the noise. How much of this possible
reducLion do you think you got? (Circte the most
appropriat.e number. )

1aoLLO

maxtmum
amount

Lotally
confident

maximum
amount.

tot al-
SUCCCSS

minimum I...2...3. -.4...5...6...1
amounL

2 - How confident are you that you got Lhe exLent ofreduction you indicated in the previous question?(Circle the most appropriate number. )

3. Your goal has been t.o get the greatest possible
reduction in the amount of time you must spendlist.ening Lo the noise. How mucñ of Lhis po="ibfe
reducLion have you controlled? (Circle the most
appropriate number. )

not at all L. . .2. . .3
confident

minimum 1-

amount

no
Ð uu\,tr:ù ò

4...5...6...1

2...3...4...s.. .6. ..7

r...2 .> Aq .6 .7

4. Your goal has been to get t.he greatest possible
reduct.ion in the amount of tj_me you must spendl-ist.ening to the noise. To what extent. do you considerthat you succeeded? (Circle the most appropliate
number. )

(Please go to next page. )
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reduct ion in t.he
listening to t.he
that. you failed?

no
failure
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been to get the greatest possible
amount. of time you must spend,
noise. To what. extent do you consíder(Circle t.he most appropriate number. )

1. 6. . .7 tot.af
f ail-ure

possibl-e
spend
kpossible
most

maximum
amount.

6. Your goal has been to geL the g-reatest
reduction in the amount. of time you must
listening to the noise. How much of this
reduction did you influence? (Circle the
appropriate number. )

minimum I...2...3. - -4...5...6.. -7
amount

7 - How annoyins did you f
exposure period? (Circle

not annoying I. . .2 . . .3
at. al1

ind the noise during the noise
the most appropriate number. )

...4...5.. .6-..7 extremely
annoyrng

8. How much lonser do you think you courd have fistenedto t.he noise?

minuLes

9. How long do you think you actually listened to the
noise?

ml_nutes

1-0. Could you see t.he cvclinq of t.he numbers on the
Count-Down Timer throughout the entire noise exposureperiod? (Circle the most appropriate al_ternativè.)

yes no

(Please go Lo next page. )
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1l-. How hel-pless do you f eer about the extent to whichyou "control-led" t.he amount of time you spent. list.ening
to the noise? (Circle the most appropríate number-)

no I.--2...3...4
helplessness

5...6...1 tot.al
helplessness

1"2 - How hel-pless do you f eel- about the ext.ent t.o whichyou "predicted" the amount of t.ime you spent list.ening
to the noise? (Circle the most. appropriate number. )

no 1-. -.2...3. ..4-..5...6...i totaf
hefplessness helplessness

(Please go t.o next. page. )



1-5. WhaL were
the noise?
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you thinkinq about while you listened to

16 - What do you think the purpose
was ?

of this experiment

1-l - During the experiment, did you have the impressionthat t.he experiment.er was misleading you aboutanything? (Circle the most appropriatè response.)

yes

18 . If you answered. ,,yes,,
what way(s) do you think
misl-eadingr you?

no

to the previous question, in
L.he experj-menter was
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Appendix D

fnstructions
Preparation and Demonstration

T: lile are interested in your performance on a card
positioning experinent" This ex¡leriment consists of two parts:
(1) a card-positionj-ng task during which you will hear No noise and.

(2) a noise exposure period during which you will hear noise. The

amount of t'ime you spend listening to a prerecord.ed., irritating
noise during the second part of the experiment will depend. on the
extent to which the overall time for the eþeriment is reduced

during the first part of the experj-ment. Your goal is to have the
greatest posspible reduction in the amount of ti¡ne you must spend

listening to the noise.

Before you are told how this tine is red.uced, please put on

the earphones, and you will be given a brief demonstration of the
noise you will be listenj-ng to during the noise exposure period.

sroP (E points to earphones, p puts on earphones, and. E turns
on tape recorder for 10 seconds. then, E turns off tape recorder
and instructs p to remove earphones")

rn front of you is a count-dor¡rn ti¡ner" (E points to timer. )

This tiner will be started. at ggg when you begin the
card-positioning task, and it rsill keep counting d.own throughout
both the card-positioning task and the noise exposure period. when

it, reaches ooo, the noise wirr turn off and the noise exposure
period and the experiment wil-l be completed. (E turns on tiurer.)
Remember, the greater the reduction of t,ime d.uring the
card-positioning task, the less tine will be left for you to listen
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t.o the noise durinq the noise exposure period.,

rn front of you are the cards that wirl be used. during
experiment. You are asked. Nor to touch these cards until
experiment is over. There are three d.ifferent types of card.s:

with two white areas on the back, one r+ith one white area on

back, and one wíth no white areas on the back. (E shows p one

each type of card" )

Success
I )f!JJ

the

the

one

the

of

Ïn front of you is a card-reading apparatus. you can see that
inside this apparatus is a black tube" (E points to the apparatus
and tube" ) You can also see that there is a card-slot positioned.
in front of the tube. (E puts a card. in the slot. ) rnside this
tube is a photocell which is connected to the count-d.own timer.
This photocell is sensitive to differences in light intensity.
when the photocelr- detects a high lÍght, intensity, it wilr trigger
the count-down tirner to cycle rapidly downward for a few seconds.
For examP1e, r,trhen the experimenter places a card in the slot with
a white area opposite the photocell, the speed at which the numbers

are counting down on the display becomes faster for a couple of
seconds" The photocell registers a high reflectance of light off
the white surface of the card., so the count-d.own timer briefly
increased the speed. at v¡hich it r¡as counting down.

sToP (E demonstrates by inserting card wÍth the white area
placed across from photocell")

E: Did you see this brief perÍod, of rapid count down after
the card. was inserted into the slot?

T: on the other hand, v¡hen the experimenter places the same

card in the slot,, only this tine with a black area opposite the
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photocell, the photocell registers a low refleccance of light off
the black surface of the card, so the count-d.own timer continues to
cycle at the original, slow count-d.own speed.

STOP (E inserts the card with the black area opposite the
photocell " )

E: Did you see that the timer continued to cycle at the same

speed after the card was inserted Ínto the srot?
T: To get a rapid reduction in tirne, the white area must be

opposi-te the photocerl. on top of the timer is a counter. (E

points to counter mounted. on count-down tirner). The counter
increases by one number each time the tirner d.isplays a rapid count
down" For example, if a r¡¡híte area is opposite the photocell, the
t'imer counts dor¡¡n rapidly for a few second and. the counter goes up

by one. (E places the white area in front of photocerl.) Thi_s

means you can tell by 100king at this counter how many

time-reductions you have gotten so far.
Your goal is to have a v¡hite area in front of the photocell as

often as possible, so the total amount of tirne you will spend. later
listening to the noise will be shortened. otherwise, you will have
to listen Lo the noise for close to the maximun length of time.

During the card-positioning t,ask, the experimenter wirl take
these cards' one at a time, from the card. box and will hold up a
card so that, you can see the message on the front of the card. you

will Nor be shown the back of the card, so you wirl Nor be abre to
see whether there are any whit,e areas on Èhe back of the card--and.
if there are any, where they are located. you are t,o indicate to
the ex¡lerirnenter, bY sayíng either trPosITIoN An or npoSITïoN B, ß
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which side of the card you want t,o extend. beyönd. the top of the
card-reader" If you choose ¡¡POSITION A,tu the experimenter will
insert the card. with rrposrrroN A¡r showing (E inserts a card in
PosrTroN A into the card-reader). For this demonstration you can
see which area will be positioned. in front of the photocerr. (E

points to the area r,¿hich r¿iII be read.. ) f f you choose '?posïTIoN
B,r¡ the ex¡lerimenter will insert, the card. with rrposfTIoN Br¡ showing
(E ínserts a card in PosrTIoN B ínto the card-reader). For this
demonstration you can see that the opposite ars-a v¡i1l be positioned
in front of the photocell. (E points to the area which wirr be

read " )

During the experiment you will Nor be able to see the areas on
the back of . the card. Hor¿ever, the word.s ilyouR cHoIcE MAKES A

DTFFERENCEII ANd I'YOTIR CHOICE MAKES NO DIFFERENCE'' Will A1WAYS bE

visible on the front of each card.. Therefore, throughout the
card-positioning task you wiJ.l know at the time the card is place¿
in the card-read'er whether the two areas of the card. are the same

or different" In other u¡ords, on each trial you will knov¡ that the
messaqie ¡¡YOIIR CHOICE MAKES NO DIFFERENCETT means that you will get
the same brightness on either sid,e of the card regardless of which
card-position you select. There will either be two white areas or
no white areas on the back of the card--but you t^ronrt know which.
At the same timer You v¡iIl know that the words r¡youR cHorcE }ÍÄKES

A DÏFFERENCET¡ means that you will get a d.ífferent, brightness on

either side of the card d.epend.ing on v¡hich card.-position you
sel-ect--but, again, you wontt know how the v¡hite and black areas
are positioned. please note, however, that, when there is only one
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white area on the back of a card, it will sometimes be opposite the
phot,ocerr in posit,ion A and sometimes in position B. The t,otal
number of time reductions yor-l obtain across al1 t,rials wi1l be the
number of white areas you have positioned in front of the photocell
as revealed by the counter" (E points to counter. )

ïn front of you are three piles of cards from which the
experimenter will select a smaller number to be used during the
card-positioning task (E points to the pile of s4 cards. ) At No

point are you to touch any of these cards. Look at these cards as

the experimenter holds them up, and. you wilr note that only those
cards with the words r¡youR cHorcE MAKES A DTFFERENCE' printed on

the front have a single white area on the back. Aj-I other cards
will have the words rryolrR cHorcE MÀKES No DTFFERENCE" printed on

the front, and will have either two black or two white areas on the
back"

STOP (E shows p both sides of all 54 cards.)
Prediction Conditions

E: Throughout the experiment you v¡i1l be able to see the
displays of both the timer and. the counter. Thus, yoü

will know after each trial whether you did or did not get
a time reduction.

No Prediction Conditions

E: During the experiment, yoü will Nor see the d^isplays
of either the t,iner or the counter because they rrill be

covered by this bl-ack cloth" Thus, you rçill NoT knor¡¡ on

any t,rial whether you did or did not get a time
reduct'ion" However, the ex¡lerimenter will preserve the
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order and position of the card.s used during the
card-positioning task, so you can examine your choices
and outcomes at the end of the experiment.

E: Are there any questions?

Before the tj-mer is turned oD, r wilr run through a few
demonstration trials. First, r will show you the front and back of
a card, and will then turn it. to Positíon A. you wi-l1 be asked.

whether you will or r,r¡iIl- not get a time reduction; then I wil1 put
the card in the card reader to see if you are correct. (E and. p

run through demonstration trials until p states correct
expectations for both positions for two consecutive cards. ) Are
there any questions?

Card-Positíoning Task

T: Now that you have seen the cards and. g'one through a

dernonstration of how to use them, the experimenter is going to take
some of them and put them into a prearranged ord.er in the card-box.

STOP (E arranges the cards in the prearranged. ord.er accord1-ng

to the numbers on the back of the card and places them in the the
card-box" )

To review, the e>çerimenter will be taking a card., one at a

time, from the card. box, and wirl hold ít up so you can see the
messag'e on the front of the card.. Your task is to read the message

on the front of each card, choose hor,* you want the card. to be

inserted into the card-Read.er, and ind.icate the chosen position by
saying either the words rePosITIoN A¡0 or ¡¡posITIoN B. ff please do

Nor converse with the experimenter eNcept, for these words. The

erçerinenter will then insert, the card as you reguested. into the
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card-Reader for 3 seconds, remove it, and then hord. up the next
card frorn the card box. The ex¡lerimenter will now start the t1_rner,

so the card-positioning trials can begin. Remem-ber, although you

will NoT hear the noise, the tiner will keep counting d.own d.uring
the card-positioning trials" The more time is reduced. d.uring the
card-positioning trials, the less t.irne you wilr have to spend

listening to the noise d.uring the noise exposure period..
sToP (E starts count-dor¡rn timer, and. 24 trials are completed

as per previous instructj-ons " )

Pretask Ouestionnaire
'f : You have now.finished the card-positioning trials. Before the

noise exposure period begins, you are asked. to complete a

guestionnaire about your thoughts and feelings at this point. when

you finish, the noise exposure period. wilr begin. (E praces
questionnaire and pencil in front of p, and p completes
guestionnaire.) The tiner will remain running whil-e you compl-ete

this guestionnaire" You have been allotted a sufficient amount of
tine to conplete the questionnaire before \Âre begin the noise
exposure period" once you are finished., put d.own your pencil and.

sit guietly until the experiraenter gives you further instructions.
srop (p completes questionnaire and. sits quietry until a

total of 5 minutes has elapsed" )

Aversíve Task

T; prease put on your earphones. The noise exposure period wilr
now begin. rt will end. when the t,imer reaches ooo. prease sit
quietly r.*ithout movement.or action until the noise turns off . (p
puts on earphones and the tape recorder is turned. on; noj-se shuts
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off after 1o minutes when the count-down timer has reached OO0, and

P removes headphones")

Posttask Ouestionnaire

E: The count-down timer has reached 0OO. You are now askecl

to complete a second questionnaire, and then the experiment is
over. (E places guestionnaire #z and a pencil in front of p, and.

P completes guestionnaire. )

No-Prediction Conditions

E: The experimenter wirl now show you the outcome of the
trials. (E shows cards to p.) :.
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25%-controlTrraf #

1
z
3
4
5
6
1
B

9
10
11
I2
13
1,4
15
I6
I7
1-B

1,9
20
2L

24

PosA PosB PosA PosB PosA PosB PosA PosB

S-S
F-F
F-Fõ^ò-ò
F_F
F-F
F-F
F_F
S-S
F_F
F-F
F-F
õõUU

F_F
F_F
F_F
S-S
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S_S
F_F
F_F

F

ò
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ù
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ò
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S
F
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ù
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ò
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ò
F
ù
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ù
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S
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ò
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4c
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ti
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c
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ò
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ò

Ò
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ù
ù
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ò
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ù

F
S
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Ò

ò

e

F
F

ò
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Ò
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ò

ò
¡

Note: 37.5?Suc = 37.5?-success; 62.5%Suc = 62.52-
SucCeSS; F = fail-ure; S = SucceSS; pOSA =position A; PosB = position B.
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Appendix F

Debriefinq

That ends the experiment.. The purpose of the

st.udy was to investigate how people,s influence over

success at reducing the time spent listening to noise

is rel-at.ed to their estimat.es of success and ratings of
how annoying they f ind the noise. We were al_so

interested in what. people think about whiÌe they fisten
to the noise. After r have complet.ed data collection r
will be returning Lo your class and wil_f t.ell you more

about t.he study at that time. Do you have any

questions ?

During experiments, participants often come up

with their own ideas about. what the experimenLer is
studying. Did you have any thoughts or concerns about

what I was investigating?

Sometj-mes, part.icipants get the impression that
the experiment.er is misleading them about some aspect

of t.he experiment.. Did you have any such t.hought.s

during this experiment?

Thank you for participating in t.his st.udy. f look
forward to sharing the fíndings with you at a later
time -
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Appendix G

Photographs of Apparatus
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Corres

Factors and
Items

fLem Location Factor Loading
23

1. PREDTCTION

ReceivedTR
ExpecL
Success2
Predict
Confidencel
Successl
Confidence2
realnt
Fai]1
FaiI2

2. CONTROL

Influence2
fnfluencel
Controf2
Cont.roll
realnc

3. HELPLESSNESS

HefpC2
He1pC1
HelpPl
He1pP2

4. AVERSTVENESS

Annoy2
Annoyl
Longer

5. MISCELLANEOUS

durat.ion
accTotal+
accControl+

#1
#7
#4
#I
#2
#4
#2

#10
#s
#s

#6
#6
J+1
fJ

f{

#11-

on Q1
on Q1
on Q2
on Q1
on Q1
on Q1
on Q2
on Q2
on Q1
on Q2

on Q2
on Q1
on Q2
on Q1
on Q2

'7 7*
69*
6g*
66*
55*
54*
/1 1*

24
-64*
-65*

13
AI
I2

Õ
F_J

a1

-25
4
B

')Ê

B0*
76*
70*
69*
23

-62*
-63*
-?q
-30

6
-6

aô
J-Õ

-5 -1t -'r
EÔ

-J-Õ
24 -1-5

,9 - B

-4 -15
-I7 -3
-Ib -tô'
137
2t1

-18 -9
-18 -'l
-15 6
-9 10
-4-t

39* 0
53 * -11-
7L* B
62* 20

22 74*
- 9 57*
-12 -46*

6

-6

rIJ

#13
#L4
#12

on Q2
on Q1-
on Q1
on Q2

-l-0
-1_ 1_B
-l_3

-20
-1,6

1,2

-1_5

3
1"

-)

#7
#B
#B

Q2
Qr_

Q2

on
on
on

#9 on Q2 22 -27 *
*

Note: Values were multiptied by and rounded to the nearest
0.3 are flagged by an t*t .
not included in the factor

integer. Values greaLer
Items flagged with an '+'
analysis -

1_00
t.han
were


